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Chapter 641 - Dark Gold Equipment 

  

The white wolf said, “It hurts only 600 points, which is too bad.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “throw it into the guild warehouse, whoever likes to play with him.” 

 

At this level, no one in the whole group cares, and Lu Yang doesn’t care, it will be decomposed materials 

in the future. 

 

“Sun Yu, pull three next time.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay,” Sun Yu said. 

 

… 

 

After spending half an hour, Lu Yang and his team killed 50 Blood Demon Dog Kings and got more than 

30 pieces of gold-level equipment. Unfortunately, none of them can make them fancy. 

 

After crossing the promenade, I entered a circular hall, which is much smaller than the previous one, 

only about 10,000 square meters. 

 

In the middle of the hall, there is a blood demon dog standing taller than the blood demon king. 

 

Blood Demon Lord Labis (Lord Level) 



 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 30000000 \ / 30000000 

 

“30 million blood,” the White Lion said in surprise. 

 

Everyone was surprised. It was the first time they saw such a strange amount of blood, or it was the 

lord. 

 

“Boss, how do you fight this?” Bitter Ai asked half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Clean up the strange monsters on the periphery, and then study this.” 

 

There are hundreds of elites and bosses around the blood monster dog lord. Lu Yang led the crowd to 

kill the strange monsters in waves, clearing up the space. 

 

Looking at the huge body of the blood monster dog lord, Lu Yang said, “It’s still Xiao Liang who pulls the 

monsters. Let’s try it first.” 

 

Everyone nodded, everyone showed a cautious expression, facing the unknown monsters and unknown 

skills is the most annoying. 

 

After 10 seconds, everyone recovered. 

 

Lu Yang threw out two potions, and said, “Xiao Liang blame.” 

 

Xiao Liang nodded, carrying a shield to charge the blood monster dog lord, and with a bang, he hit the 

blood monster dog lord. 

 



“166” 

 

The blood monster dog lord ignored the control skills and opened his mouth to bite Xiao Liang’s body. 

 

“8646” 

 

Xiao Liang was still a little worried that he couldn’t carry it. Seeing that he had only lost such a bit of 

blood, he said, “It looks like he’s not a shame.” 

 

The White Lion tried to cut a sword on the side of the blood monster dog lord. 

 

“19686” (Critical Strike) 

 

“The defense is so low,” the White Lion said in surprise. 

 

“Isn’t it a secret explosion?” The White Wolf cut a sword and hit more than 20,000 crit damage, and 

said, “Really, this lord’s defense is so low.” 

 

Hei Yan used a meteorite impact to hit the lord. 

 

“8626” 

 

“1068” 

 

“1068” 

 

… 

 

“I don’t feel any magic resistance,” Hei Yan said. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Full output.” 

 

He laughed in his heart. In fact, the blood monster dog lord’s play was very simple. Looking at the blood 

volume, it was a waste. With Xiao Liang’s defense, he had no problem with it. 

 

After all, their equipment is an excellent piece of the Blood Elf Island and the Mysterious Tower. If the 

oldest one who killed a hundred nightmare copies is difficult, the rest of the players who do not have 

such equipment will not have no hope of getting through. 

 

One more thing, the reverberation of the magic sound in his hand is reduced by 30%, the acid poison 

mist is reduced by 3,000 physical defenses, which is fatal to the blood monster dog lord. 

 

After 2 minutes. 

 

The blood monster dog lord’s blood was destroyed by 10 million, and it suddenly stopped attacking, 

making a loud noise in the sky. 

 

Xia Yuwei and the White Lion were all in a state of fear, and they ran around unconsciously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Quickly disperse, Lan Yu is responsible for Xiao Liang.” 

 

The blue feather staff pointed at Xiao Liang, and a dispel spell appeared around him. 

 

Xiao Liang returned to normal in an instant, seeing that he was turning his back to the blood monster 

dog lord, and quickly turned around to continue to blame. 

 

After releasing the fear, the Lord of the Blood Demon Dogs was in a state of short-term hatred. He 

opened his mouth and bite around. By the time Xiao Liang grabbed the monster, more than 20 people 

had been killed by melee. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Use a goblin pacemaker to revive them and continue to output.” 



 

All 100 people carried goblin pacemakers, and the attacking melee immediately revived their 

teammates. 

 

The white wolf had just been killed, and said dejectedly after resurrection: “There is also no hate attack, 

it is really lacking in morality.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “The next time we kill 10 million blood, everyone will retreat, and Xiao Liang will use Red 

Mist Bloodthirsty.” 

 

“OK.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Soon, at the next level of 10 million blood, White Lion and others didn’t need Lu Yang to call back each 

other. 

 

Xiao Liangka launched Red Mist Bloodthirsty on the last 3,000 health points. It happened that the attack 

of the Blood Demon Dog Lord triggered Red Mist Whirlwind. 

 

A whirlwind flashed, and the blood of the blood monster dog lord dropped below 10 million. Although 

the blood monster dog lord ignored the spell-type control skills, except for red bloodthirsty, this skill can 

control all monsters. 

 

The blood monster dog lord is in a controlled state and has not released his skills. When the time has 

passed, he will not use his skills. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The whole output, kill him directly.” 

 

With less than 10 million HP remaining, it was chopped to the ground by everyone in less than 2 

minutes. 

 

“嘭” 

 



Six pieces of equipment emitting dark golden light fell to the ground. 

 

“So much.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Not much, this is a hundred-person book, only six were given, and the official is too 

stingy.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Boss, this is 6 pieces of dark gold equipment. I really want to know what the attributes are.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Just look at it.” 

 

He went to the equipment and picked it up one by one and shared it with everyone. 

 

Bloodfang Hunter’s Gauntlets (Dark Gold, Leather) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Defense: 20-32 

 

Strength: +95 

 

Dexterity: +85 

 

Additional physical attack: +200 points 

 

Omen Helmet (Dark Gold, Plate Armor) 

 



Level: 60 

 

Defense: 58-80 

 

Strength: +95 

 

Constitution: +90 

 

Additional physical attack: +200 points 

 

Cyclone Boots (Dark Gold, Leather) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Defense: 20-32 

 

Strength: +95 

 

Dexterity: +85 

 

Additional physical attack: +200 points 

 

Ingenious sneaker bracers (dark gold, leather) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Defense: 20-25 

 

Strength: +90 



 

Dexterity: +90 

 

Additional physical attack: +200 points 

 

Guts Belt (Dark Gold, Plate Armor) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Defense: 80—116 

 

Stamina: +95 

 

Constitution: +100 

 

Additional defense: +100 

 

Additional blood: +800 points 

 

Blood Demon Dog Tooth Necklace (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Damage: 226—288 

 

Dexterity: +100 

 

Strength: +80 

 



Additional physical attack: +136 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +366 points 

 

“It is worthy of dark gold-level equipment ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ The attributes are really good, only a 

little worse than the excellent equipment.” Zhuoji Qingli said. 

 

“Everything we can use, can be equipped directly.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang’s purpose is this. There is little overlap between the equipment of the Blood Demon Temple and 

the parts of the Blood Elf Island. As long as the entire staff is equipped with the equipment of the Blood 

Demon Temple, he dares to lead the team to fight the Blood Elf Island. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 642 - No gold 

  

“I uniformly allocate equipment, don’t have any opinions.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang handed the belt to Xiao Liang and said, “Put it on.” 

 

Xiao Liang replaced the Sartre belt and said, “Defense increased by 96 points, and blood increased by 

300 points.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The more your defense increases, the more stable we are when we fight Blood Elf Island, 

and we continue.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 



 

Passing through the blood monster dog lord hall, there is a downward staircase in front, Lu Yang led the 

team to the second floor. 

 

The system prompts: you found the bloodstaining hall 

 

At the entrance of the hall are 12 monsters like flesh-and-blood mother-worms, each of which seems to 

grow on the ground, motionless. 

 

Bloodthorn (elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 3000000 \ / 3000000 

 

Sun Yu tried to approach. Just 50 yards away, a **** flesh suddenly appeared under his feet. 

 

Sun Yu responded quickly, quickly escaping to the side, and was beaten with a stab at his clothes. 

 

“8098” 

 

“The damage is so high, if it is in the middle, I must be seconds.” Sun Yu ran back to Lu Yang and said. 

 

Everyone took a long breath and was frightened by this high injury. 

 

“How does this work?” Mao Qiu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Xiao Liang went to fight and try.” 

 



Xiao Liang nodded, walking towards the front with his shield, and just after a distance of 50 yards, 12 

bloodstab demon attacked with flesh thorns. 

 

“656” 

 

“702” 

 

… 

 

Xiao Liang turned back and said, “The damage is very low. I can resist this damage.” 

 

Sun Yu said, “Your defense is really high.” 

 

As a cure for Lan Yu, Xiao Liang added 7000 points of blood and returned to full value. 

 

“Hey, I’m going to blame.” Xiao Liang rushed to the middle of the twelve bloodstab demon, and the 

blood mist was spinning rapidly. 

 

Sun Yu and others tried to walk up to 50 yards from the bloodstab demon, and found that the bloodstab 

demon’s attack was not full screen, but only hit one person. 

 

“It scared me, it was so simple.” Sun Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled. When he came to this copy in the last life, he was also startled by the bloodstab demon. 

He thought that it was the full-screen attack mode of the millennium tree demon. A nightmare copy of 

100 people. This kind of injury is not able to resist the cloth armor and leather armor professions. When 

I hit them, I discovered that these bloodstab monsters are scary and actually only hit one. 

 

“On the output, kill these 12 bloodstab demon.” Lu Yang said. 

 



The white lion and the bitter love half-life ran to the bloodstab demon, raised the holy sword and 

hacked for a while, the defense was reduced by 3,000 points, and only the remaining 500 bloodspur 

demon were quickly killed and dropped by them. Ground silver equipment. 

 

“It feels easier than the first floor,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

“It’s just equipped.” 

 

Lu Yang led the team into the hall. This is a very wide hall with an area of hundreds of thousands of 

square meters. There are countless bloodstab monsters on it, about two or three thousand. 

 

Every 12 is a group, gathered together, and the distance between the adjacent group and them is not 

more than 30 yards, and the whole is like a huge battle array. 

 

Lu Yang and the others stood in a higher place and looked at the front. 

 

The White Lion said: “This is not easy to fight. If you want to hit any group of monsters, the two adjacent 

groups of monsters can attack.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Lu Yang did not speak, and continued to observe. He remembered that when a player in the previous life 

played this level, he chose a trick. 

 

The blood sting demon is designed and arranged by the system. Although it is tight, there is also a small 

loophole. There are more than 500 groups of blood sting demon. As long as you kill 13 of them, you can 

pass through the hall, and you will not be met by any more. Strange attack. 

 

He remembered that the location seemed to be at the golden ratio line on the left. After a careful glance 

at the entire hall, Lu Yang found the location. 

 

“It’s too hard to kill everything,” Zhou Tianyan said. 



 

Lu Yang said, “No, you look here.” 

 

He pointed to the 13 groups of bloodstab demon on the left side and said, “As long as you kill these 13 

groups, you don’t need to kill other monsters to rush through.” 

 

The crowd looked in the direction of their fingers, and after a simple calculation, Lan Yu said, “Really.” 

 

The white lion and muddy wine nodded after many checks. 

 

“It does.” 

 

“Boss, you are so handsome.” Said bitterly for half a life. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Take the fight together and clear the place quickly. Let’s hit the boss and the 

lord behind.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Killing monsters along the golden ratio line on the left. Soon, Lu Yang led the team through the hall into 

a U-shaped corridor. 

 

Fifty bloodstab demon kings are standing there. Unlike bloodstab demon, the demon king has long feet 

and countless tentacles around his body. 

 

Bloodthorn Demon King (boss) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 9000000 \ / 9000000 



 

“It feels different from the bloodstained demon who just saw it.” Said bitterly for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try it.” 

 

Sun Yu nodded and stepped forward to hit a Bloodstab Demon King. 

 

“His ~~” 

 

The harsh hissing sounded, the Bloodthorn Demon King stared at Sun Yu, and the antennae under him 

inserted into the ground at the same time. 

 

Sun Yu had already prepared, and took a step back immediately, but this time the blood stab came from 

under the blood stab demon to Sun Yu and collapsed in a row. 

 

“-16808” 

 

Sun Yu is dead! 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Save him.” 

 

Lan Yu stepped forward and rescued Sun Yu using resurrection. 

 

“Also brought such an attack.” Sun Yu said depressed after taking medicine while resurrected. 

 

Lu Yang said: “One more time, this time using jumping, jumping straight back, let Xiao Liang pick up the 

monster.” 

 



“Oh.” Sun Yu shot an arrow at the Bloodthorn Demon King and immediately launched the Back Jump 

skill, jumping back 30 yards. 

 

The blood spurs from the beaten Bloodstab Demon King can only hit a distance of 60 yards. When he 

saw Sun Yu ran out, he retracted the stab and chased Sun Yu quickly. 

 

Xiao Liang waited for him to come before him, and immediately launched his taunting skills, aiming the 

bloodstained hatred at him. 

 

“嘭” 

 

A row of blood stabs came out at Xiao Liang’s feet. 

 

“4082” 

 

“I can resist it,” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Bypass Xiao Liang, go together and kill him.” 

 

The crowd rushed up, and the white wolf cut off with a sword. 

 

“9068” 

 

“This monster is just like no defense ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ It’s easy to kill.” White Wolf said. 

 

The Holy Sword comes with 666 piercings, which is equivalent to ignoring the 8% defense power of the 

Bloodstab Demon and acid venom. Isn’t the Bloodstab Demon King the same as without defense! 

 

The bloodstab demon king’s attack method is only a physical attack. Soon, the blood volume reached 

the bottom and was killed by everyone. 



 

A piece of gold equipment fell out, and Lu Yang didn’t look at it and said, “The next strange thing is that 

the gold is gone.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Boss, you are too arrogant.” White Wolf said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Except for the dark gold and excellent gold, everything else is not worth it. 

Sun Yu is blaming him.” 

 

“Good grin.” Sun Yu ran forward to drive the monster, and pulled the second Bloodstab Demon King to 

Xiao Liang. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 643 - Spitfire 

  

Infected by Lu Yang, the momentum of the crowd rose to a level, and under full attack, soon, more than 

50 demon kings were killed, and more than 20 pieces of gold equipment were dropped. 

 

No one glanced at the golden equipment on the ground and walked into the next hall with Luyang. 

 

A 5-meter-tall giant bloodstab demon stood in the middle of the hall. He had more tentacles under him 

than the demon king. His eyes were all around his body. When he looked around, he had a cold chill. 

 

Bloodthorn Lord Lord (lord level) 

 



Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 33000000/33000000 

 

“It doesn’t look good,” Zhou Tianyan said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try it first.” 

 

After clearing up the surrounding monsters, Xiao Liang carried the shield and jumped in front of the Lord 

of Bloodstab Demon, a sword waved. 

 

“-168” 

 

The bloodstained lord screamed angrily, and the tentacles on his head shoved down, in the middle of 

Xiao Liang’s shield. At the same time, a cross-shaped stab array appeared around the bloodstained lord, 

with a length of 80 meters . 

 

“-6086” 

 

“-5868” 

 

“Quickly add blood.” Xiao Liang shouted. He opened the head of the ancient beast and his blood volume 

increased to more than 30,000. 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue listened to the wind and immediately applied blood to Xiao Liang. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone avoids the cross-shaped stab attack range, up.” 

 

The White Lion, Xia Yuwei and others rushed forward and output with full force. Lu Yang took the mage 

to the back. 



 

The Bloodstab Lord looks very strong, but in fact it is not strong at all, but it looks bluffing. The attack 

method is only a cross-shaped stab, a whip above the head, and a full-screen stab. The ground stab is 

just the blood of all people and will not die. 

 

However, as long as there is a mistake and a person is killed, a full-screen stab can give the remaining 99 

people seconds! 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t let the hatred shift, output slowly.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and White Lion hit the lord for the first time, for fear of mistakes, wherever they dared to let 

go, they carefully controlled the damage, including the white wolf. 

 

After 3 minutes. 

 

The blood stab lord’s health dropped to 20 million points, he threw his shot above his head, and circled 

himself. 

 

“19000” 

 

“19780” 

 

“16580” 

 

… 

 

All the melees, including the White Lion and Xia Yuwei, who besieged the lord will be wiped out 

instantly! 

 

Lu Yang said: “The dead are resurrected with the resurrection stone.” 

 



The White Lion and others were resurrected in situ. 

 

“The use of blood for the treatment increases the blood skill, quickly returns blood to all people, and 

everyone retreats when the blood reaches 10 million.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone nodded and continued to output. 

 

After 3 minutes, the blood prince lord had 10 million points of blood left, and the White Lion and Xia 

Yuwei and others immediately retreated. 

 

The Bloodthorn Demon Lord threw out his hand and did not hit anyone except Xiao Liang. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Continue to attack, and finally 10 million health.” 

 

The crowd continued to fight, and when the last 5 million blood was left, the Lord of the Bloodstab 

Demon suddenly stopped in place, and all the tentacles got into the ground at the same time. 

 

“boom” 

 

Meat thorns were drilled at the same time throughout the square, covering every corner of the square, 

and 100 people on Luyang side were attacked by meat thorns at the same time. 

 

In an instant, everyone’s blood volume became residual blood. Lu Yang was okay. His blood volume was 

nearly 20,000 points, and there were more than 10,000 left. Hei Yan and the others around him all had 

residual blood. At the same time, every time A vertigo symbol appeared on each individual’s head for 5 

seconds. 

 

Lu Yang used the medal to release control, saying: “Everyone releases control and gives full force to kill 

him.” 

 



Everyone has the same soldier medal as Lu Yang. Before Lu Yang finishes speaking, all of them are 

released from control, and seeing their residual blood, they are about to add blood. When they hear Lu 

Yang’s words, they immediately output them. 

 

After 10 seconds. 

 

The Bloodstab Lord fell to the ground, and 6 pieces of Dark Gold equipment dropped out. 

 

Earthsoul Leggings (Dark Gold), Evergold Heavy Helmet (Dark Gold), Roar Belt (Dark Gold), Sacrifice Belt 

(Dark Gold), Soul Redemption Legplates (Dark Gold) 

 

Lu Yang said: “Rest in place for 1 minute.” 

 

He picked up the equipment, sent the attributes to the team channel, and said, “I took the equipment 

and I will release it uniformly.” 

 

“Oh.” The crowd nodded together, except that everyone’s small eyes were longing. 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless when they watched, saying, “I was playing a video while playing, and 

there were 100 paladins outside, and more than 200 mages. At least three groups could be divided. You 

also saw it, blood demon. The temple is not difficult for us, and other teams can get through according 

to my video. “ 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The copy of the nightmare can be played 3 times a week. Our 4 teams can play together 

and we can play 720 pieces of equipment a week. If you are lucky, I can give you all of us a set of blood 

demon in two weeks. Part of the temple, then let’s go to the Blood Elf Island, don’t worry. “ 

 

The benefits of having a guild are here. A guild like Lu Yang can really have the strength to make use of it 

all. 

 



Blood Elf Island has excellent dark gold suits for various professions. There are currently unlimited 

copies of the excellent copy. If you can brush the blood elves, it will be exciting to think about it. 

 

The white lion said, “Boss, I have a good rest.” 

 

Everyone stood up, everyone was excited. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go to the next level.” 

 

Passing the spiral staircase from the second floor to the third floor, Lu Yang took the team to the third 

floor, which is also a hall entrance, but from this floor, everyone felt different. 

 

At the entrance of the hall, there are 12 red long strange caterpillars, but they are much larger than the 

caterpillars, about 2 meters tall and 5 meters long. 

 

Spitfire (elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 1600000/1600000 

 

“Less blood than the first two layers?” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Obviously, these monsters are all fire-breathing. If there is little blood, it proves that their 

mage hurts very much.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

This wave is very troublesome. The fire-spitting insect’s damage is a magic attack. Xiao Liang’s resistance 

is invalid, and he can only resist it hard. 



 

Sun Yu pulled a monster back, Xiao Liang rushed forward to try to resist the monster. 

 

The fire-breathing insect sprayed past Xiao Liang’s fire. 

 

“15686” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue added blood immediately after listening to the wind ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Xiao Liang 

said: “Boss, you can resist at most one, and two can’t carry it.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Take your time, kill one is one.” 

 

There were 12 fire-spitting insects in the doorway. Lu Yang killed them for half an hour before they killed 

them. When they entered the hall, they were full of giant caterpillars, red, green, blue, and cyan. 

 

“How come there are other colors, not spraying poison, spraying ice or lightning.” Zhou Tianyan said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s really possible.” 

 

In fact, Zhou Tianyan is right. These giant caterpillars spit different skills according to color. Lightning and 

ice spray are good. Lightning paralysis, ice deceleration, and damage are not high. The most difficult are 

spraying poison and fire. of. 

 

Spitfire has just been seen, the damage is very high, the vomiting continues to drop blood and cannot be 

dispelled, and the duration is enough for 5 minutes. Fortunately, this toxin does not stack up, otherwise 

this level will not go out of the hall door in two or three hours. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 644 - Poison suit 

  

Lu Yang led the team for more than an hour before passing through the hall. It took him more than an 

hour to kill the Spitfire King and came to the final lord, the four-headed worm. 

 

Four-Headed Lord Royo (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 39800000/39800000 

 

“So disgusting.” Lan Yu said, looking at the four-headed lord. 

 

The four-headed worm is actually a combination of the four insects that have been hit by lightning, fire, 

ice, and poison before. The four worms have four heads and share one body. 

 

“It seems a bit difficult,” said Duo Jiu Qing Qing. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Open the monster first and try.” 

 

This monster is not difficult at all. The four heads never attack together, but each head attacks once, but 

the damage is relatively high. Moreover, this monster also has a weakness, which is very easy to kill. 

 

Xiao Liang carried the shield to withstand the strange attack, and Lu Yang and the rest went out with full 

force. When the blood of the four-headed lord dropped to 30 million, the four heads of the four-headed 

lord turned towards the sky simultaneously. 

 

System prompt: Tetralords use magic bonus 



 

Four heads, each with an extra buff, the fire damage bonus is 200%. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Stealing with magic, steal his buff effect.” 

 

More than 30 mages clicked to steal at the same time, and only 5 buffs were superimposed on each 

head. All but the poisonous were stolen. 

 

“Wow, the damage has increased by 200%, and my output has increased a lot.” Mu Yumeng said. 

 

Lu Yang’s damage has also increased by 200%, saying: “Exit at full power and hit him.” 

 

“Okay.” Mu Yu aimed at the four-headed worm and used a thunderbolt. 

 

Lu Yang used Pyroblast. Originally, Lu Yang had 8000 points of magic damage. Counting more than 2,000 

skills, he can deal 10,000 damage each time. Now it has increased by 200%. His output damage can 

reach each time. More than 20,000 points. 

 

Coupled with a crit pile of more than 50%, every two attacks can trigger a crit, and crit damage to 50,000 

points. 

 

Lu Yang swiftly cast a spell in his mouth and quickly cast it at the rate of 2 Pyroblasts per second. As if 

everyone saw the rocket launcher firing, Pyroblast hit the body of the four heads one by one. 

 

“50000” (Critical Strike) 

 

“50000” (Critical Strike) 

 

… 

 



The buff lasted for 1 minute. When 1 minute elapsed, Lu Yang’s total output reached more than 4 

million points. In addition to the attack of the crowd, the four headed worms lost 10 million blood and 

triggered the buff again. 

 

The people stole together, and Hei Yan knew that the law injury did not have Lu Yanggao, and he did not 

grab a buff with Lu Yang. Lu Yang again got the fire buff full output. 

 

In less than 5 minutes, nearly 40 million blood worms were killed on the ground, and six pieces of dark 

gold-level equipment fell out. 

 

Fire Bug Ring (Dark Gold), Thunder Bug Ring (Dark Gold), Ice Bug Ring (Dark Gold), Poison Ring (Dark 

Gold), Poison Ring (Dark Gold), Poison Necklace (Dark Gold) 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up and he said, “I’ve hit the baby, I can’t think of hitting it all at once.” 

 

Han Fei asked: “What baby.” 

 

Lu Yang shared the three-piece poisonous insect set with everyone. 

 

Poison Ring (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Damage: 50-50 

 

Dexterity: +55 

 

Strength: +55 

 

Chance to attack with Poison Damage: +556 



 

Outfit (1/3) 

 

3-piece set: The attack has a chance to trigger an additional poison dart, which causes 5000 damage. 

 

“The damage is not too high,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Han Fei’s weapon has an enchant. His fastest attack speed is 2.7 attacks per second. The 

poison dart ignores magic immunity and physical resistance. Look at the odds. If it is high, we will kill the 

lord in the future. Great killer. “ 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Han Fei replaced the ring and said, “Let’s try it.” 

 

He originally used a black dragon ring and necklace, and the attack was much higher than this. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t say much when he saw Han Fei. He smiled and shook his head. Thinking back to the 

previous life, how many guilds and how many teams wanted to gather these three sets, so he could 

think of the power of this suit. 

 

The toxin three-piece suit has a chance of triggering as high as 30%. The three-knife attack will cause 

one toxin damage. Han Fei’s attack speed can trigger 5000 toxin damage almost every second. These 

three pieces of equipment bring to 80 epic books. No problem, Han Fei didn’t even want it. 

 

“Boss, I don’t know if you are interested in a message.” Tu Feng suddenly sent a message. 

 

Lu Yang asked: “What news.” 

 

“The dawn light and tsunami of the orcs just found me and said they wanted to ally with us.” Tu Feng 

said. 



 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “These two guilds want to ally with us?” 

 

The two men ’s guild controlled the orc and tauren, respectively. The light of dawn is an old guild. From 

the beginning of the game, the four strongholds of the orcs were controlled. However, the family ’s 

internal fighting was serious, and the party controlling the guild was withdrawn by the family. The 

strength has been reduced by 40%, which is recognized as a thin day. 

 

As for the tsunami, his guild is a new guild that controls the newly opened Tauren main city, of which 

four fortresses are in his hands. However, his strength is somewhat insufficient, and it is in power for all 

parties to control a main city. The results below. 

 

The two guilds are located on the southeast side of the wolf clan, and a main city is separated from Lu 

Yang. 

 

Tu Feng said, “Would you like to see them both?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “You open a special space and invite us to both sides. I see what these two are going to 

say.” 

 

“OK.” Tu Feng said, he invited Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang clicked to agree and entered the special space. Soon, the light of dawn and tsunami appeared in 

the room. 

 

After they saw Lu Yang come over and introduce themselves to each other, Lu Yang asked, “Why do you 

two want to form an alliance with me?” 

 

Dawning Light sighed and said, “Brother, don’t hide your words, I’m okay, Tian Yao is pressing hard. If I 

don’t find someone to help me, the guild will be over.” 

 

The tsunami soared into the sky and said, “My situation is similar.” 



 

Lu Yang said, “But the distance between you and me is very long ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ It’s really 

fighting, and I don’t necessarily have the ability to help you.” 

 

Dawn Light shook his head and said, “You are not just helping us, you are helping yourself.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What do you say?” 

 

Dawn Light said: “You don’t know yet, Tianyao, Liu Jie and Li Xiuyu have secretly reached an agreement. 

If there is no accident, they will launch an offensive against you in the near future. The tsunami and me 

are the stumbling blocks for Tianyao to attack you.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “I really don’t know the news you gave me. In this way, the two of 

you let me think about it. I will send you a message tomorrow morning.” 

 

The light of dawn and the tsunami glanced at each other and said, “Well, then I’ll wait for the news of 

my brother.” 

 

The two left. 

 

Tu Feng asked: “It may be true what they said. I found that Tian Yao was mobilizing his hands. I thought 

it was against them. I didn’t expect it to be directed at us.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 645 - Fighting spirit burning 

  

Lu Yang projected the three-dimensional map onto the ground and pointed at the Golden Lion City. “The 

situation they said should be true. If Tianyao and Liu Jie really form an alliance, Tianyao will hit me. 



Luocheng will be responsible for protecting the sky.” Behind the glare, the light of dawn and tsunami 

can’t move at all. “ 

 

Tu Feng sighed and said, “This group of people are out of play.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There have been no major battles for nearly a month. All parties can’t bear it anymore. 

They don’t come to me, and I am going to look for them.” 

 

Tu Feng frowned and said, “But do Liu Jie and Tianyao have any equipment? The information I have 

obtained here shows that their troops have just reached the 50-level difficulty book of the 50th level. 

The gold equipment is not complete yet.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Perhaps we can make it all in the next week or two. How about our 100,000 people?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “As soon as tomorrow night, the first wave of players can reach level 60, and everyone else 

is like this for a day or two.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “How are the guild equipment made?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “The materials are very comprehensive. Now the materials are not valuable. I have 

accumulated enough materials for 2 million people to build a full set of equipment and spent nearly 50 

million credit points on the guild.” 

 

“Well,” Lu Yang said with a smile, “your boy has hoarded enough.” 

 

Tu Feng proudly said: “As long as this battle is completed, our materials can be doubled into money 

immediately. Why don’t I buy more, and the Orcs and Elves have made me short.” 

 

If it is a normal price, the price of these materials is far more than 50 million, at least more than one 

billion. However, the price of materials has been reduced to the price of cabbage because of the copy 

and lack of good equipment. Tu Feng made a profit this time. And earn a spread of at least 10 times. 

 



“Send the equipment drawings to the group of 100,000 people, and tell them that there is a limited 

number of builders, who will be promoted to level 60 first, and who will be equipped first.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “The boys must be desperate, I will send it.” 

 

Team channel. 

 

One hundred thousand players in the Jagged Brothers League are upgrading in the copy, which lasts for 

more than a month. The daily upgrade is boring and watching the skulls and necromancers are tired and 

crooked. 

 

“I can’t take it anymore, when is this a head?” Xia Yuwei shouted in a frosty cold wind, and made a 

frantic expression. 

 

“The level 60 experience slot is just like the mountains on the horizon. After playing for half a day, you 

can move forward a little bit, okay.” Said the dragon fruit who bitterly loved his half-life. 

 

“I’m going crazy. Why does the boss keep us bored here, even at level 60, what’s the use of us without 

equipment.” Zhou Tianming’s Jiu Ge said. 

 

“I can’t take it anymore, I don’t want to play anymore, it’s too disturbing,” said Zhujiu’s pours at his 

peak. 

 

People such as Xia Yuwei and Zhuo Jiu usually spoke comfort, but this time, they looked in the copy and 

smiled. 

 

[Team Channel] Xia Yuwei: Design: Yangyan Robe Defense Defense: 51-60, Intelligence: +100, Physical 

Strength: +80, Spell Damage Increase: +406, Spell Critical Increase: +222, Spell Penetration Increase: 

+217 points. 

 

Sunburn Gauntlets, King’s Crown 

 



[Team Channel] Muddy Wine Pour: Design: Salas * (Excellent Gold) Level: 60, Damage: 628—698, 

Strength: +100, Physical Strength: +80, Extra Attack Power: 247, Extra Extra Physical penetration: +276 

points, additional physical penetration: +200 points. 

 

Elder Shadowmoon Helm, Gerrush War Helm 

 

[Team Channel] Love for half a life: Design: Beheading Axe (Excellent Gold), Level: 60, Damage: 708-

1026, Strength: +100, Physical Strength: +80, Extra Attack Power: 347 points, Extra Physical Wear 

Transparent: +276 points, additional physical crit: +288 points, (attack speed 3.05 seconds) 

 

… 

 

The 7 legionnaires sent all the designs on the Blood Elf Island and all the equipment from the mysterious 

tower to the channels of each team at one time. The words of player complaints were instantly swiped 

by these designs and excellent equipment. 

 

The cold wind screamed and covered her face with a scream and said, “I wipe, me, me, my mother, 

Yangyan robe, and this equipment? The total amount of French injuries is more than 500.” 

 

The blood in the body was boiling at the rush hour, and said excitedly: “Salas *, this, this weapon hurts 

more than 1,000, this attack speed, I …” 

 

Looking at the picture of the decapitating axe, the dragon fruit could not move his eyes, and jumped his 

feet and said, “This axe hurts more than 1,400, which is more than twice as much as the damage in my 

hand.” 

 

Each of the 100,000 players is insane. This kind of equipment is something they never dare to imagine. 

What makes them crazy is that these equipment are designed, that is, they are energy-producing. 

 

The dragon fruit sent a message to bitter love for half a life and said, “Boss, where did this equipment 

come from, and how much?” 

 



He bitterly picked his ears, coughed slowly, and said, “Someone just complained that he didn’t want to 

rise to level 60. Who’s here.” 

 

The dragon fruit instantly shouted: “You must upgrade and upgrade with all your strength. Who dares to 

think that upgrading is meaningless, I can’t spare him first.” 

 

A bitter and satisfied half-heartedly said, “I’m a good guy and very motivated.” 

 

The dragon fruit is extremely speechless. The more anxious he is, the less he tells him about his bitter 

love for half a life, and he is depressed: “Boss, don’t hurt me, tell me, can this weapon give us?” 

 

I love half a lifetime and said: “Of course the energy is produced, or will it be issued to you, but the mass 

production is mass production, the material is that there are not enough forge divisions, whoever 

reaches level 60 first, can only be given to equipment, including weapons 10 for each profession, first 

come, first served, wait until late if not equipped. 

 

You are all my most trusted brothers. I specifically picked you out to give you this benefit. Don’t drop me 

the chain. Let the six legionnaires take all the equipment first and see how I can pack you up. “ 

 

There are a total of 7 legions ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Each legion has more than 15,000 people. Although 

they are all guilds, there is a healthy competitive relationship. In front of Lu Yang, the 7 legion heads are 

desperate. In the game, no one wants to fall behind the opponent. 

 

The dragon fruit’s eyes are red. Looking at himself and one tenth of the experience slot said: “Boss rest 

assured, brothers fight, this equipment has to wait until level 60 to get it, that ’s not fun. . “ 

 

“Rush, all hurry up.” 

 

“Mage output, don’t grind.” 

 

“The shooter also hits.” 

 



… 

 

Xia Yuwei and Zhuo Jiu’s men also resumed fighting spirit. More than 100,000 people all desperately 

improved their level. No one thought that at level 60, they saw others holding top-level equipment, and 

they could only wait. 

 

After the seven legionnaires had finished speaking, Xia Yuwei and Zhuojiu, White Lion, and half-love 

bitterly looked at each other again, relieved. 

 

Chapter 646 - Son of the Blood Demon Anaro 

  

“I was exhausted during this period of time, and it was too difficult for them to upgrade.” 

 

The White Lion said, “Me too.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and Zhuojiu shrugged their shoulders, and everyone had such a problem. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s hard for you.” 

 

None of these matters were brought up with Lu Yang, and nothing that can be resolved has trouble with 

Lu Yang. 

 

Xia Yuwei said, “This is what we should do. We are the head of the army.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said: “Continue the copy, when the boys come out, they should let them come to 

this copy to brush up their equipment. In addition, Liu Jie and Tian Yao formed an alliance and may 

come to hit us in the near future.” 

 

“What?” Xia Yuwei wrinkled and said, “Liu Jie and Tian Yao formed an alliance. How is this possible?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Who keeps us from a consortium background and always feels we are bullying.” 



 

At present, the three powers of the national tribe are Lu Yang, Tian Yao, and Liu Jie. Lu Yang is the 

weakest among them. 

 

“Hum.” The White Lion snorted coldly, and said, “Give us two more weeks, and I must know this 

Tianyao.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and bitter half-life are also very unhappy. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Continue to copy, we go to the fourth floor.” 

 

The crowd nodded, and the whole team recovered. They followed Luyang Yang through the spiral 

staircase and went to the fourth floor of the Blood Demon Temple. 

 

The system prompts: You found the Spike Armor Temple 

 

Just below the stairs, there were black cockroach-shaped creatures measuring 2 meters in height and 1 

meter everywhere in the hall. Each mouth had two huge black pliers, exuding a black metallic luster. 

 

Spiny Beetle (Elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 3500000/3500000 

 

The biggest feature of the sting beetle is its high physical defense, but the flame defense is very low, and 

the attack is normal. The main reason to kill them is the output of the fire mage. 

 

Lu Yang released the fire wall in front of him. Soon, he created a sea of fire with a range of 20 * 20. He 

said, “Xiao Liang rushed in with the muddy wine and pulled back one or two hundred monsters.” 

 



“Ok.” 

 

Xiao Liang and Zhuojiu each rushed into the hall carrying their shields, and pulled back more than a 

hundred spiny beetles. 

 

Upon entering the sea of fire, their goals turned to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang threw out the magic sound reverberation and acidic poisonous mist, and said, “The ice mage 

slows down, the space mage puts down the space barrier and traps me.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

The ice mage behind Heiyan immediately released the blizzard skills to reduce the speed of the monster. 

The space mage used space-time barriers to fix all spiny beetles within the sea of fire. Xia Yuwei and the 

white lion jumped into the field and continued to use the cyclone. 

 

All 100 players worked in an orderly manner, and soon more than 100 spiny beetles were killed. 

 

Lu Yang supplemented the fire wall technique, Xiao Liang and Zhuo Jiu continued to run into the hall to 

provoke strangers. After half an hour, Lu Yang cleared a passage in the hall and led the team through the 

front hall to the boss area. 

 

A larger group of spiny beetles was blocking the road. 

 

King of spiny beetle (boss) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 10500000/10500000 

 



The king of spiny beetles is characterized by stronger physical defenses. Lu Yang said, “Take them one by 

one.” 

 

Sun Yu walked to the front, hit an arrow of a thorn beetle with an arrow, and ran back to Xiao Liang with 

Xiao Liang against the monster. 

 

The white wolf held the holy sword and jumped to the side of the spiny beetle king. The holy sword 

slashed down. 

 

“1066” 

 

The white wolf said dumbly: “How high is this defense, how can I kill such a bit of blood.” 

 

Lu Yang sprinkled acid poisonous mist and echoed the magic sound, saying, “It is estimated that there is 

more than 7,000 defense forces.” 

 

The white wolf said incredulously, “It’s too difficult. We are so well equipped to kill him so much blood. 

If other guilds come, they can’t be beaten at all.” 

 

Heiyan used a meteorite impact to hit the king of sting beetles. 

 

“12056” (Critical Strike) 

 

“3056” 

 

“6058” (Critical Strike) 

 

… 

 

“It feels easy.” Hei Yan said. 



 

White Wolf: “…” 

 

He glanced at the output rankings and said, dejected, “This connection is a steel monster, my output is 

exceeded first.” 

 

Now the first person is Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “What is this? When you see the thorn armor lord, it is estimated that your 

attack will be difficult to break.” 

 

The white wolf was speechless for a while. 

 

Everyone laughed and was able to make fun of the white wolf, but it was a rare thing. The three 

brothers were usually too powerful, heads-ups were masters, and the three of them could not win them 

except the three sisters Han Han. The three most stable and most dependable bosses in the guild. 

 

Han Fei said: “It looks like my output is very high. I don’t have much attack power. This toxin suit can be 

triggered once every three swords. This hurts too much.” 

 

The crowd looked at Han Fei, his hand quickly chopped the thorn beetle king, and the turquoise toxin 

kept flashing from his knife light. 

 

“2868” 

 

“5000” 

 

“5000” 

 

… 

 



Each time the poison damage is triggered, an additional 5000 points of damage are added. When a King 

of Spiny Beetle dies, Han Fei’s output damage is higher than that of Hei Yan’s fire method, second only 

to Lu Yang. 

 

“This suit is really good.” Han Fei said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “This is an instant toxin attack, we continue.” 

 

A toxin such as Han Fei emerged to harm the master, and all the 50 thorn beetle kings were killed in less 

than an hour. 

 

Lu Yang led the team to the end of the third-floor lobby and came to a round room. 

 

The rooms are large, with an estimated area of 10,000 square meters. 

 

“Oh, weird, I didn’t see the final lord yet.” Sun Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Kill the mobs first.” 

 

They cleared the spiny beetles around the hall. 

 

Sun Yu walked curiously towards the front. When approaching the center of the hall, suddenly, the 

ground suddenly burst open. A huge ancient quince with a blood-red body and a height of 5 meters was 

drilled out of the ground and opened his mouth wide Biting towards Sun Yu. 

 

“My mother.” Sun Yu instantly launched the backward jumping ability, avoiding the attack of the ancient 

savage. 

 

“What is this.” 

 

Son of the Blood Demon Anaro (Lord) 



 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 35000000/35000000 

 

“Hou ~!” Ancient Qi Jing missed a blow, and roared chasing after Sun Yu. On his face, it was obvious that 

a human face ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ was terrifying. 

 

Girls such as Xia Yuwei and Han Liu covered their mouths and felt a nausea, and white lions and bitter 

lovers frowned. 

 

Xiao Liang rushed up with the shield with the shield. 

 

Xiao Liang said, “I’ll try it first. If I get stuck for a second, then you can go again.” 

 

Muddy wine nodded. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Xiao Liang hit Analuo, the son of the blood demon, blocking his way forward. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Anaro roared, and three sharp, metallic paws on his right arm stabbed towards Xiao Liangmeng. 

 

Xiao Liang did not dare to resist, evaded sideways, and slashed Anaro’s abdomen with a sword. 

 

Chapter 647 - Blood Mist Set 

  



“Forcing 1 point of blood?” Xiao Liang said in shock, and the moment he rushed over, Lu Yang sprinkled 

acid poisonous mist. 

 

The white wolf jumped to Anaro’s side, and a sword was slashed at him to lose 1000 points of blood. 

Only the attack of the mage could cause Anaro’s damage. 

 

“His defense is too high.” 

 

“How can I fight this.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “This monster has no hatred. It only looks at the first target. All Templar knights are 

prepared to punish the angels.” 

 

Fifty Templar knights waited for the order of the landing sun, and at the same time turned on the 

punishment angel, the holy sword exuded a pure white holy light. 

 

“Holy Flame Slash” 

 

The holy sword exuding golden flames was chopped on the shell of the blood demon’s son Analuo. The 

original hard reddish shell was cut like a tofu by the holy sword, and the sword penetrated into the 

body. 

 

“20086” (Critical Strike) 

 

“10038” 

 

… 

 

The disciplinary angel ignores all the defenses of the target, and can play as much damage as possible. 

The Templar knight holding the holy sword has an attack speed of 1 second and a disciplinary duration 

of 2 minutes. 

 



Without the transfer of hatred, 50 Paladins can output at full strength. When the time of punishment 

angels is over, Anaro, the son of the blood demon, is chopped to the ground, and 6 pieces of dark gold-

level equipment are dropped. 

 

The crowd watched Anaro stunned on the ground in shock, and no one expected that such a powerful 

monster would be killed by them so easily. 

 

“It’s that simple,” said White Wolf, and he had an inexplicable feeling. 

 

“I thought it was difficult,” said bitter love for half a life. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, not simple, but the son of the blood demon is extremely difficult, and they can fight only 

because they have more than 50 holy swords and a top-level equipment, and Xiao Liang’s ultra-high 

defense power, to change to other teams It is impossible to fight in the past. 

 

The blood demon’s child’s health will release the range attack skill when it drops below 50%. If he can’t 

fight within 5 minutes, he will automatically be violent, stab the attack in full screen, and the priest who 

stabs the whole body of dark gold equipment for two consecutive times will die . 

 

Unfortunately, the 50 Paladins launched invincible attacks at the last minute, and he let Xiao Liang 

control the attack direction of the Blood Demon’s son in advance, which made it easy for the whole 

group to clear the level. 

 

“Look at what the equipment has.” Lu Yang’s face showed a mysterious smile. 

 

“Yeah, what a good thing is missing, son of the blood demon, isn’t it the boss of the ultimate boss? Take 

a look.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Xia Yuwei picked up the dropped equipment and looked at it with an incredible expression on her face. 

She looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boss, this equipment.” 

 

“What’s wrong with this equipment?” Bitter love picked up a piece of equipment and looked stunned, 

saying in disbelief, “how can there be such equipment, this, this is too strong.” 



 

The white wolf came curiously and said, “What equipment let me see.” 

 

For half a life, I will share the equipment with everyone in the group. 

 

Blood Mist Armor (Dark Gold, Plate Armor) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Physical defense: 255—262 

 

Magic defense: 255—262 

 

Strength: +120 

 

Constitution: +170 

 

Stamina: +80 

 

Additional physical attack: +272 points 

 

Additional physical crit: +199 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +366 points 

 

Suit 1/8 

 

2 piece set: Increase physical attack power by 200 points 

 



4 piece set: Physical critical strike chance + 5% 

 

6-piece set: 2,000 extra blood and blood 

 

8-piece set: full skill level +1 

 

The turbid wine poured quickly to the half-life of bitter love, looked at the Blood Mist War armor and 

said, “How can there be such equipment, physical defense is the same as level 60 gold defense 

equipment, attack is the same as gold output equipment, and there are so many sets The most 

important attribute is magic defense. This equipment is too comprehensive. “ 

 

With a smile on Lu Yang’s face, the purpose of his visit this time was mainly for this Blood Mist Suit. Only 

when wearing this suit to support enough blood and output enough, can he hit Blood Elf Island. 

 

“There are several blood mist suits,” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “The six are blood fog, and there is no repetition.” 

 

This time Lu Yang’s turn was stunned, and said, “Six of them are all blood mist, and together we hit the 

lord this time, basically one person’s suit is even.” 

 

Sure enough, wasteland development is good, the system really gives good things. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say, “Some of your plate armor legions, roll the dice, and whoever points high will 

give this set of equipment.” 

 

The turbid wine is poured, the three males of Bai’s family, bitter love half-life, Xia Yuwei and Zhang Zibo 

and others roll the dice. The highest point is bitter love half-life. 

 

People like Zhuojiu and White Lion can only watch this bitterly for half a life wearing this suit. 

 



“Properties come out to see,” White Wolf asked curiously. 

 

He loved for half a life and said: “The defense is 1980, the magic resistance is 1340, the blood is more 

than 17,000, and the physical attack is more than 9,000.” 

 

Zhang Zibo said: “If you have all the equipment, your health will easily reach 20,000 points, which is 

almost the same as Xiao Liang, who has not changed his body. This equipment is too strong.” 

 

“I don’t know if the subsequent copies will drop the suit. If it also falls, with the strong output of the 

Paladin, we have no suspense in the past.” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “There should be a suit, after all, it is a copy. It is impossible to have only one profession, 

let’s try it.” 

 

The crowd nodded together and excitedly landed on the fifth floor. 

 

System Prompt: You Found Ghost Fog Hall 

 

The fifth-floor lobby was filled with gray smoke, occupying the entire hall. 

 

“How do you fight, you can’t see a distance of 2 meters forward.” Sun Yu blinked and asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The shooter puts a flare.” 

 

The four shooters in the team walked to the front, each using a flare and thrown into the smoke. The 

gray smoke became translucent, and it could be clearly seen within 120 yards. In the smoke, several 

crimson scorpions were being released * There are countless blood monster dogs and fire-spitting 

monsters around the scorpion. 

 

Blood Poison Scorpion (Elite) 

 



Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 3600000/3600000 

 

“Does this scorpion have any special skills?” Zhang Zibo said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Try it out and you will know that Sun Yu is strange.” 

 

Sun Yu shot an arrow at will and hit a blood demon dog standing in front. 

 

“Miss” 

 

Sun Yu was a little bit puzzled. Why did he show a miss when he hit it? He tried another arrow and found 

that he still missed. He used skills. 

 

“Weak Body Arrow” 

 

A missing symbol appeared on the head of the blood demon dog, and a weak buff was added at the 

same time. 

 

“His ~!” 

 

A group of blood demon dogs rushed towards Sun Yu ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Xiao Liang stood outside 

the gray mist and stopped 12 mobs, and they all killed the mobs with ease. 

 

Sun Yu continued to pull the monsters and found that using ordinary attacks or miss, he said to Lu Yang: 

“The monsters in the fog seem to be physically immune.” 

 

Everyone also found nods. 

 



Lu Yang said, “Han Ying, the nine-headed dragon trapped that scorpion.” 

 

“Nightmare” 

 

Han Ying pointed his finger at the spraying scorpion, and the leftmost head of the nine-headed dragon 

sprayed a black energy to hit the scorpion. 

 

The fog within 50 yards disappeared instantly, revealing the mobs inside. 

 

Chapter 648 - Ghost Fog Hall 

  

Sun Yu tried to use physical attacks and found that they could deal normal damage, saying, “There is no 

fog, their physical immunity has failed.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Xiaoying used the nine-headed dragon to trap all the scorpions around him.” 

 

Han Ying nodded, cooperating with four shooters, trapping 7 scorpions at once, dissipating all the fog 

within 350 yards, revealing the mobs inside, all of which are blood demon dogs and spiny beetles. 

 

After they rushed forward to slash it, they killed the scorpion. 

 

“It doesn’t seem difficult,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Zhuo Jiu said, “Stupid brother, without the nine-headed dragon of Han Ying, how difficult it is for us.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

In fact, this level is even more difficult. If you want to pass through the hall, you must clear all the fog. 

However, the fog is full of scorpions and the elite monsters on the previous four floors. 

 



It ’s easier to kill at the beginning. The scorpion ca n’t be attracted. The mobs die quickly. If the scorpion 

is attracted by the scorpion, the scorpion follows it. If the mist is sprayed from close range, all physical 

attacks are instantly invalid. Instantly lost hatred, dozens of monsters plunged directly into the crowd, 

and the result was mass destruction. 

 

There are countless guilds on this level in the previous life. If you want to get through, you can only rely 

on the team to advance slowly. If you want to fight, it will take 3 hours at the earliest. 

 

Lu Yang’s fast fight all depended on Han Ying’s nine-headed dragon and the control medicament in his 

hand. Only half an hour, Lu Yang cleared a road and took the team into the middle hall. 

 

System prompt: You found the Blood Mist Hall 

 

The hall was filled with blood-red mist. 

 

“What the **** is this?” White Wolf asked with a frown. 

 

Lu Yang signaled that four shooters such as Sun Yu stepped forward and used the flares to illuminate the 

blood mist clearly. Everyone carefully observed that many blood monster dog kings and thorn beetle 

kings were faintly seen in the blood mist. 

 

Among them, there are dozens of giant white scorpions, each of which is about 2 meters tall and 5 

meters long, with two huge pliers on the arms and a sharp barb on the tail. 

 

Mutant Boss (boss) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 11000000/11000000 

 

“No, it’s so difficult. You need to hit 3 bosses at a time. What is the red poisonous mist of the mutant 

scorpion king?” Asked bitterly frowned. 



 

Lu Yang said: “It is estimated that 80% is magic poison free fog, gray anti-physics, this is not to reduce 

the player’s blood or magic damage, I try.” 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

A blaze of flames descended into the sky, right in the head of the blood demon dog. 

 

“Miss” 

 

“Sure enough, this is magic immunity. Han Ying first slept with a mutant scorpion king, turbid wine anti-

blood demon dog, Xiao Liang anti-stab beetle king, we gather fire thorn beetle.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Zhuoju’s equipment is not as good as Xiao Liang’s, but there are two treatments that give him blood to 

resist. Lu Yang and the others quickly killed the blood demon dog king and turned his head to kill the 

stab beetle king. 

 

At this time the mutant Scorpion King broke free of control and rushed towards Xiao Liang. 

 

Han Ying mutated the Scorpion King with one finger. 

 

“Shock” 

 

The second head on the left side of the nine-headed dragon spurted a black energy, and the mutant 

scorpion king stopped again. 

 

After 2 minutes, Lu Yang and others killed the King of Spiny Beetles, and the mutant Scorpion King 

awoke. When he saw Xiao Liang, who was only 30 meters away from him, the mutant Scorpion King 

jumped in front of Xiao Liang, and two huge pliers were facing Xiao Liang smashed in the past. 



 

The white lions and muddy wine immediately stood behind Xiao Liang. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Xiao Liang was smashed straight, and his body was backed by a huge thrust. This is the mutant Scorpion 

King’s attack skills. He repelled. However, Xiao Liang did not step back. There were 4 melees behind him 

to resist the impact. He stayed in place without stepping back. 

 

“Pretty” 

 

Lu Yang could not help shouting that he could have such cooperation on the battlefield, and only the top 

masters could make such a response in an instant. 

 

Xiao Liang did not move in the same place and trusted his teammates. He was able to stay behind him in 

time. This wave of operations was extremely beautiful. 

 

“Exit with all your strength, kill him while he is not spraying.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone attacked with all their strength. Soon, the mutant Scorpion’s blood dropped below 50%. He 

opened his mouth and sprayed a mist of blood, and the long-range spell damage was instantaneous. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Xiao Liang pulled him out of the mist.” 

 

“Okay.” Xiao Liang stepped back with the mutant Scorpion King, walked 50 yards to exit the Blood Mist 

area, and the mage attacked again. 

 

Five minutes later, everyone joined forces to kill the mutant scorpion king, dropped a piece of gold 

equipment, and Lu Yang picked it up and put it in his backpack. 

 

“Who will pull next.” Xiao Liang asked. 



 

Lu Yang looked at the blood mist in front and said, “The shooter puts a flares and shoots me a straight 

line. I’ll see if I can take a shortcut.” 

 

It would take at least an hour to hit all the bosses, and Lu Yang felt too delayed, too lazy to fight. 

 

He remembered that there was indeed a shortcut here in the last life, as if it was on the right side. The 

three mutant Scorpion Kings who had killed there could quickly pass through the middle hall. 

 

Sun Yu, Han Yu and others used flares to try to find their way. Lu Yang stood tall and observed. Soon, he 

found the passage on the right and led the team to kill three mutant Scorpion Kings. Inside the last hall. 

 

System prompt: You found the Scorpion Palace 

 

The Scorpion King Palace has an area of about 10,000 square meters. Blood mist and gray mist are 

intertwined in the palace. Lu Yang and the others stood tall and looked out. The entire hall was full of 

mist and could not see anything. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Obviously, you have to fight slowly. The middle part is vacant. There must be the lord’s 

location. Let’s not provoke him first.” 

 

At the entrance of the lobby, Sun Yu’s four people used flares ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ to slowly pull out 

the blood demon dog king and thorn beetle king and the mutant scorpion king one by one to kill them. 

 

It took more than an hour to clean up the surrounding area. 

 

The white lion looked at the gold equipment in his backpack and said, “This trip is not white. I got so 

much gold equipment.” 

 

Lu Yang’s backpack can’t fit anymore, and people like Zhuojiu and White Lion helped to land the golden 

clothes in turn. 

 



Zhuoju said, “If you only use these gold equipment and excellent gold, you can also play the Blood 

Demon Temple.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It should be okay. Our elite players are upgrading their subordinates. When they make a 

copy, we first equip them with the equipment we get, and let them make up a set of 17 pieces of 

equipment. The Paladin Army in my hand is matched with a copy. With our help video, we should be 

able to get through. “ 

 

There are more than 200 people in the elite group, more than 200 people in the mage group, and 100 

paladins at the door. They can form up to 5 teams, so the equipment can be played much faster. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 649 - Mutant Scorpion King 

  

The Paladins in Lu Yang’s own team could also dismantle two teams. After this copy, he felt that it would 

be too extravagant and wasteful to hit the Blood Demon Temple with 50 Templar knights, and 20 were 

enough. 

 

“The four of you will put a flare and illuminate the middle area and see what the **** is there.” Lu Yang 

said to Sun Yu and four other shooters. 

 

The four came to the front and fired flares into the middle area. Four flares emitting strong white light 

crossed the arc in the air and fell into the middle area. 

 

Lu Yang and others looked intently. At that moment, each of them felt scalp numbness, and their whole 

hair was upright. 

 

“What a hell, it’s so scary,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 



In the blood mist, a creature 5 meters tall like a lizard looms in the light. He has blood-colored skin, and 

his head has 8 eyes, divided into two vertical rows. The eyes emit a golden light, but from his eyes You 

can see the ferocious color. 

 

His mouth was like a shark, his mouth was full of sharp fangs, and two sharp bones resembling horns 

protruded from his cheeks on both sides. 

 

His left and right shoulders each had a bucket with thick claws, five meters long, with sharp tips like a 

sickle. 

 

Blood Demon General Samuelio (Lord) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 38000000/38000000 

 

Xiao Liang dropped his lower armour and went to Lu Yang and said, “How to fight.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “He was freed in the state of blood fog, and Sun Yu pulled him out to see what skills he 

had.” 

 

Sun Yu raised his hand and hit Samurio with an arrow. The blood demon general’s 8 eyes stared at Sun 

Yu with a rage, moving his limbs and rushing towards Sun Yu. The two sickle claws on his head kept on 

Waving. 

 

Sun Yu turned and ran away scaredly, only to be relieved behind Xiao Liang. 

 

Xiao Liang carried the shield and stepped forward, launching a charge and hitting Samurio’s head, 

inserting a sword in his left hand into his jaw. 

 

“224” 

 



Lu Yang said: “Melee hit him on the sides and behind him, and the mage aimed at his eyes.” 

 

Samuelio’s weakness is 8 eyes. One of his output methods is to bite with his mouth, and the other is to 

sweep with the sickle claws on the back. Melee can only hide on the sides where his claws cannot reach. 

 

Lan Yu added blood to Xiao Liang and said to Lu Yang: “Now Xiao Liang’s ability is very strong, pulling 

monsters is too stable, and he has a lot of peace in us.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. 

 

The crowds went out with all their strength, and soon killed Samuelio’s 5 million health. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Samourio roared, gray mist sprayed from his mouth, and he was immune to physical attacks. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The Templars are punishing the angels, it took him a second.” 

 

The holy sword in the hands of 50 Templars at the same time illuminated the holy light. 

 

“Holy Flame Slash” 

 

The punishment of angels to ignore physical defense is equivalent to ignoring physical immunity. This is 

an official setting. 

 

“20086” (Critical Strike) 

 

“10036” 

 

… 



 

Samourio’s blood volume quickly decreased, and the output of the mage, even if he sprayed 5 million 

blood after spraying bleeding mist, still can not change his fate of death. 

 

After 3 minutes, Samourio fell to the ground and died! 

 

Six pieces of equipment fell to the ground. Lu Yang stepped forward to pick up the equipment. This was 

six pieces of shield armor, and he shared one of them with everyone. 

 

Coagling Battleplate (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Physical Defense: 306—351 

 

Magic defense: 300-302 

 

Strength: 100 

 

Stamina: 110 

 

Constitution: 280 

 

Additional defense: 210 

 

Set: 1/8 

 

2 piece set: 500 additional physical defenses 

 



4 piece set: additional 5000 blood points 

 

6-piece set: Blood Mist ability, magic immunity for 30 seconds 

 

8-piece set: full skill level 1 

 

Lu Yang said: “Good luck, this equipment is for Xiao Liang.” 

 

Xiao Liang gladly took over the equipment and said, “This equipment is good.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Wait for me.” 

 

He flew back to the demon temple, took out six sets of defense jewels of level 1 to 10 and gave it to Xiao 

Liang, saying, “Put on the jewels and see how much defense you have.” 

 

Xiao Liang nodded, inlaid with equipment, looked at his attributes, and said, “I now have more than 

9,000 defenses and 330,000 blood.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, saying, “If the 8-piece suit is complete, your defense can exceed 

10,000 and your blood can exceed 35,000.” 

 

“If you finish the jewelry again, wouldn’t Xiao Liang easily resist the lord of Blood Elf Island.” Bai Lang 

said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Continue, the Blood Elf Island suit is better than this. Let’s fight hard.” 

 

“Okay.” 100 people shouted together, everyone’s face was excited. 

 

Lu Yang led the team through the spiral staircase on the fifth floor to the sixth floor. The photos on this 

floor were much higher than each previous floor, about 30 meters high. 



 

System prompt: you found the lightbox lobby 

 

The top of the hall contains many huge blood-red sarcomas, each of which is 5 meters in size, and there 

are no monsters on the ground. 

 

“Strange, isn’t it strange on this level? Those sarcomas aren’t just strange,” bitter Ai asked for a long 

time. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try it out.” 

 

Xiao Liang put down the face helmet of the coagulation helmet, and carried the shield towards the first 

sarcoma. When he came under him, the sarcoma twitched fiercely, and then burst bursting, and the 

thick green liquid poured on Xiao Bright one. 

 

Xiao Liang had taken precautions and quickly stepped back to avoid the venom. 

 

A crimson with a body full of red, like a light box jellyfish, appeared in the air. He had 12 tentacles 

hanging down naturally. Above the tentacles was a huge head with a diameter of almost 3 meters, and 

one side of the head had golden eyes with a diameter of 1 meter. 

 

Lightbox Blood Demon (Elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 5000000/5000000 

 

“How can this strange be more and more disgusting?” Xia Yuwei frowned. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s hard for Xiao Liang.” 

 



Everyone nodded, thinking about the monsters they faced before, blood demon dog, fire-spitting insect, 

spiny beetle, mutant scorpion king. One was uglier than the other was disgusting. Xiao Liang rushed to 

fight against the monster without a complaint. He’s gone. 

 

Xiao Liang pulled back gradually and went back to ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ back to the crowd, as if 

nothing was wrong, and said, “Boss, I can’t hit him, what can I do?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Use bows and arrows, you pull first to try, let’s take a look.” 

 

Xiao Liang took the bow and arrow from his backpack and tried to hit it. 

 

“-1” 

 

“The damage is really low,” Xiao Liang voiced. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. The Lightbox Blood Demon had no hatred. He only pursued the first person he saw 

after he got out of the sarcoma. 

 

The lightbox blood demon ignored other people’s attacks, staring at Xiao Liang with two eyes, and 

suddenly the eyes emitted a fierce golden light, two laser beams shot from his eyes, right above Xiao 

Liang’s shield. 

 

“18868” 

 

“The damage is so high.” Xiao Liang said in surprise. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 650 - 4.Blood 



  

Lu Yang said: “You have low magic resistance. This is spell damage. Don’t worry.” 

 

Xiao Liang snorted, and Lu Yang was there. He was extremely relieved and continued to carry the shield 

against the lightbox blood demon. 

 

Hei Yan, Sun Yu and others began to dare not attack, fearing the transfer of hatred, but after playing it a 

few times, they found that the light box blood demon only looked at Xiao Liang, and they let go of their 

output and quickly killed them. 

 

Looking at the blood-colored sarcoma on the ceiling of the hall, Zhuojiu was a little worried, and said, “I 

wanted to make Xiao Liang pull more at a time, but the strange attack was too high.” 

 

White Lion said: “We can’t output in melee. This level can only be seen from a long range. If you play like 

this, it will be too difficult.” 

 

There are at least two or three thousand sarcomas in the lobby. It would be a waste of time to draw 

such strange ones one by one. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “You found no problem, just when Xiao Liang went to blame, the sarcoma 

exploded under the strange body.” 

 

Zhou Tianming asked, “Is there any good way to avoid other sarcomas?” 

 

Lu Yang took a bottle of reducing potion from his backpack and threw it to Xiao Liang, saying, “Try this.” 

 

Xiao Liang took the potion, and after drinking it, his body emitted a light, and instantly became a player 

the size of an ant. 

 

“I’ll wipe it.” Bai Lang stared at Xiao Liang standing not far from his feet in shock, and said, “There is still 

this medicine.” 

 



Lu Yang said, “This is my standing potion. Many blame can use this potion to avoid it. Xiao Liang went to 

try it.” 

 

“Um.” Xiao Liang nodded and ran towards the front with two short legs. When approaching the sarcoma 

group, Xiao Liang slowed down and gradually approached the underside of a sarcoma. 

 

The sarcoma swelled quickly, but it did not break open. 

 

“It’s done,” White Wolf said excitedly. 

 

Zhou Tianming asked, “Boss, how many bottles of this medicine do you have?” 

 

“There are more than 200 bottles.” Lu Yang took the potion from his backpack and let everyone divide. 

 

After 2 minutes, everyone got the potion in their hands. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I ate together.” 

 

99 people used the potion at the same time, all of which turned into ant-sized villains. 

 

Lu Yang said: “When you run across the sarcoma area, don’t you know how to jump? White wolves, you 

guys like to jump and walk, are safe.” 

 

This is a famous bug of the last generation. Using the principle of reduction, the distance between the 

player and the sarcoma is further increased, so that the sarcoma cannot find the player. 

 

“Oh.” White Wolf nodded. He also found Xiao Liang’s condition when Xiao Liang passed through. . 

 

“Run.” Lu Yang waved his hand and ran with everyone into the sarcoma area. There was no mob on the 

ground, and they quickly arrived in the boss area. 



 

The boss is a bigger sarcoma, but they are in a higher position, so they can still pass through Lu Yang. 

 

After a 10-minute walk, the group walked through the foyer and central hall on the sixth floor, and 

reached the area where the final lord was located. 

 

“It’s so easy, I can’t think of a copy to fight like this,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s also humans who design this game. As long as it’s human, there are times when we 

make mistakes. As long as we pay attention, we can find loopholes.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

“Strange, I haven’t seen the lord yet.” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

There is no stranger in the entire hall, and there is no final lord. 

 

The fur ball looked around and said, “It’s strange, why can’t I go to the next floor, how can there be a 

wall here.” 

 

Everyone looked in the direction of the fingers of the hairball. It was a wall made of flesh and blood, 5 

meters high and 5 meters wide. The blood-red outer skin was permeated with countless blue blood 

vessels. 

 

As the hair ball approached, suddenly, the flesh wall slipped to the right, and the scared crowd couldn’t 

help but widen their eyes. 

 

The flesh wall turns very fast, as if it only takes 1 second, a pale **** face appears in front of the hair 

ball, the face is black, the face is full of pain, the eyes glow with golden light, but the With a sad and 

painful look, her mouth opened huge, as if in pain and sorrow. 

 

Four Blood Forms Camilladis (Lord) 



 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 45000000/45000000 

 

“My mom!” The fur ball immediately started the jumpback skill and jumped back 30 yards. After landing, 

he quickly ran behind Xiao Liang and couldn’t help breathing. 

 

“Scared me.” 

 

“Roar ~!” The sad face of the four bloodstains showed a painful look, attacking everyone with sound 

waves. 

 

Everyone, including Lu Yang, was hit by the fear skills, with symbols running around the screen full of 

symbols. 

 

Lu Yang knew that the other party was using his skills as soon as he was dark, and immediately used the 

badge to release control. Looking up, he just ran a step forward, as did the others, and the slowest was 

to release control after two steps. 

 

“That’s it? This is so strange.” 

 

“What a full-screen attack.” 

 

… 

 

The crowd was a little flustered. 

 

Lu Yang immediately said: “Xiao Liang canceled the shrinking state to accept the blame, and everyone 

kept the shrinking state and came to me to gather.” 

 



Xiao Liang became bigger instantly, launched the charge skills at Camilladis’s face, slammed into his jaw, 

and raised his hand to pierce his sword. 

 

“166” 

 

Camilladis’s gaze turned from Xiao Mao to Xiao Liang, and his tongue like a steel knife hit Xiao Liang’s 

shield. 

 

“10680” 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue Tingfeng used healing to add blood to Xiao Liang. 

 

“It looks like it can resist,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang and other Xiao Liang stabilized the hatred and said, “Everyone exports.” 

 

White wolves and bitter love half-life ran to the four blood phases, and Hei Yan took the mage and the 

shooter team to the back. 

 

“I don’t know what skills this monster has. It always feels that he is much harder than the previous 

ones.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang Xindao ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ The difficulty is not a level. The previous strangers can rely on 

the equipment to eat hard. From this strange, each one has full screen attack skills and full screen 

control skills. 

 

The four-blooded Camilladis has a total of four faces, and now hits the first face-sadness. 

 

Under the sad face he can release full screen fear, pain essence, soul torture and death focus. 

 



Full screen fear has been used in the beginning. The role of Pain Essence is to reduce damage, both 

physical and magic damage are reduced by 50%. 

 

Soul torture is full screen blood loss, 1000 points per second, superimposed every 15 seconds. 

 

Death Focus can instantly reduce the target’s defense value to 0, and at the same time increase his 

damage to the target by 50%. 

 

This is a lord who not only needs high-level equipment, but also needs super high skills. If you do n’t 

have the equipment of Blood Elf Island, players need to complete all the gold equipment of the previous 

people before playing this lord. You have the chance to play before you reach level 5. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 651 - Wonderful Skills 

  

The white lion slashed in the face of the four blood. 

 

“2968” 

 

The damage is not high, but it is acceptable because this is a new lord encountered. Lu Yang did not 

speak, and no one dared to ask whether to punish the angel. 

 

The punishment angel has a cool-down time of half an hour. Once you use it, it does not kill the lord, 

and it takes effort to clear the level. 

 

After 2 minutes. 

 



The blood volume of the four blood phases dropped by 5 million points, his face suddenly became more 

twisted, and the entire face was covered by a pure white mask. 

 

The system prompts: The four blood phases use the pain essence 

 

The white lion slashed in the face of the four blood. 

 

“1492” 

 

“The damage is half less than just now,” the White Lion said in surprise. 

 

Bitter Love asked for a long time: “The damage is too low. Do you punish the angels?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “The long-range damage has also been reduced by 50%. Let’s see what 

skills this monster has.” 

 

The disciplinary angel ignored the armor, but did not ignore the essence of pain. With this skill, Holy 

Flame Slash can only deal more than 5000 damage. 

 

The crowd nodded and continued to attack. By the third minute, his blood volume had dropped by 8 

million points, and the four bloods roared. Everyone, including Lu Yang, was covered with an aperture. 

 

System prompt: the four blood phases use torture 

 

Lu Yang’s health drops by 1000 points per second. 

 

“Boss, what do you do?” Asked bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t care about this skill, continue to attack, the Paladin has no blood and use the Holy 

Healing to add blood by himself. Two treatments favor Xiao Liang, and other treatments favor the 

Master.” 



 

This stage is very good for Lu Yang and others. Everyone in the team has more than 10,000 points of 

blood, and the mage’s blood is also around 1,000. Only 1000 points are lost in 1 second. One treatment 

can add to the whole group. 

 

The crowd continued to output, carrying this skill for 15 seconds, the four blood screamed, the soul 

torture buff became level 2, and each person’s blood loss became 2000 points per second. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The ice mage uses ice barriers, the space mage uses time and space to evade, and the 

paladin is invincible. Other professions don’t care about blood, and they die if they can’t carry it.” 

 

This stage is the most difficult. This is mainly because there is too little treatment in Lu Yang’s side. 

There are a total of 5 treatments. The whole group cannot be added. The first stage is not good. This 

method can only be used. 

 

After persisting for 30 seconds, the blood volume of the four blood phases dropped to 9 million points. 

His eyes emitted golden light to stare at Xiao Liang, and Xiao Liang’s body seemed to burn. 

 

Lu Yang shouted: “Xiao Liang turned.” 

 

“Ancient Beast Transformation” 

 

Xiao Liang started the ancient beast statue, turned his body into an orc, and his blood instantly 

increased to 50,000 points. 

 

The four blood spit out a long sword and inserted into Xiao Liang’s shield. The shield seemed to be easily 

pierced by half of the invisible body. The long sword was inserted into Xiao Liang’s body. 

 

“15826” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Xiao Liang uses Red Mist for bloodthirsty.” 

 



“Hello ~!” 

 

Xiao Liang released a red mist, increasing his defense by 1,000 points. When he was attacked again, he 

only suffered more than 14,000 injuries. 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue listened to the wind to continuously add blood to protect Xiao Liang. Looking at Xiao 

Liang’s blood value for a while, everyone was sweating. 

 

When the blood of the fourth blood phase dropped 10 million, suddenly the fourth blood phase stopped 

attacking, his head turned quickly to the left, and the second blue, cold and angry expression appeared. 

 

System prompt: Four Blood Phases use the second face to fight you 

 

“This product also has a face change,” White Wolf said. 

 

“Four blood, there will not be four faces,” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s possible, everyone outputs, and see what this face does.” 

 

The second face is furious. This face has the highest defense, close to 10,000 physical defenses, the 

highest attack power, and more than 40,000 ordinary attacks. With skills, it can increase the target’s 

damage by 100%. Concussion, 10,000 points of blood loss, and range of frost skills, 1300 points of blood 

per second. 

 

If you can’t keep the whole group’s blood volume always above 10,000 points, a soul concussion, legal 

system and healing destroy the group. 

 

A half-hearted sword was cut on the jaw of the second face. 

 

“911” 

 



“What a good defense this is,” said Gu Ai, surprised for a long time. 

 

Melanitis uses Pyroblast. 

 

“1561” 

 

“The legal system doesn’t hurt much,” Hei Yan said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The Templars are punishing angels.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

More than 50 Templars simultaneously attacked the punishment angels. 

 

After 20 seconds. 

 

Suffering for half a life, he suddenly found that his attack had become ineffective, raised his hand, and 

the four-blooded head began to turn again. 

 

“Well, what about changing your face?” Asked bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Your more than 50 Templars are hurting too much. If you hit more than 500,000 blood 

per second, he can’t carry it.” 

 

“It turned out that the first face was harder to beat.” The white lion was relieved. 

 

The third face appeared. This time it was a face full of joy, named Joy. Faced with the attack of 

everyone, he opened his mouth and laughed. 

 

System Tip: Four Blood Phases Launch Skill Soul Joy 



 

“Why is my blue gone?” White Lion looked at his blue slot in surprise, just over 1,000 points left. 

 

Hei Yan said, “I’m also falling blue, this is the lord’s skill.” 

 

“It’s a delay.” The white lion drank a bottle of magic potion, added 1,000 magic points, and just used a 

holy flame chop, and Lan disappeared. 

 

“A thousand drops of blue every second, so much,” said White Lion. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, the Templars use the same physical attack. Mage Rando should resist, and 

everyone will give it out with all their strength. 

 

The white lion and bitter love half-life and others calmed down instantly. Lu Yang’s words always had a 

magical power to make them feel at ease. 

 

“7968” 

 

“7896” 

 

… 

 

After playing for 30 seconds in a row, the third face did not wait for the second skill to be used, and was 

turned away. 

 

The fourth face appeared. This was a big smile. The name was laugh. It was the last face. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the time, and there was less than a minute of punishment for the angel. He said: 

“Fighting hard, the last 15 million blood, and try not to let him use any special skills.” 

 



Smiley’s attack method is **** ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Every attack of this product is a full screen 

attack, every 1000 points of blood lost to the player, 1000 points of blue to restore the player, when the 

player has 5000 points of blue, he will once Light up and kill 5000 players at the same time. 

 

His attack speed is very fast, as long as 5 seconds to play 5 times, including the player used blue, say 10 

seconds to use an attack. 

 

“My blue has begun to recover. It was added by the lord.” Said bitterly for a long time. 

 

“Mine has recovered,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “All the healing use range plus blood skills, quickly restore the health of the whole group.” 

 

Lan Yu said in surprise: “It’s very blue.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It doesn’t matter, protect everyone first.” 

 

“Okay.” Lan Yu used Earth Healing to restore the health of players around Xiao Liang. 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 652 - Soul Immortal Set 

  



After 10 seconds, the blue feather of the blue feather remained below 4000 points, but the blue of the 

paladin in front increased to 5000 points no matter how he used the skills. When all the templars were 

happy and blue, the four blood Face laughed. 

 

System Tip: Four Blood Phases Launch Skill Soul Delight 

 

“嘭” 

 

All Templar knights burst into red, and everyone’s health dropped sharply by 5,000 points, and all their 

magical values returned to zero. 

 

Looking at his magic value for half a year, he bitterly scolded: “What a weird thing to do, and how to 

bring such skills, it’s too bad.” 

 

The four blood seems to be laughing at the bitter love for half a life, laughing more happily, and the 

magic value of all Paladins began to recover. 

 

“Come on,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “With all his strength, he is dying.” 

 

The 45 million HP was less than 7 million points. The crowd attacked with all their strength. When the 

last 5 million blood was hit, the four **** heads suddenly turned fast, and his 4 faces were thrown out 

by the meat wall at the same time. Fly into the air. 

 

Each face has countless bloodshots connected to the meat wall behind it, and the four faces face 

everyone in the team at the same time, which scares everyone. 

 

“How come the four faces come together.” Bai Lang asked in shock. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t be dazed, try your best to smile.” 



 

Each of the four faces launches skills, sad faces use torture of the soul, angry faces use physical attacks, 

happy faces reduce magic, happy faces increase magic while fighting blood. 

 

Everyone’s health drops 2,000 points per second, and the mage behind Lu Yang only has more than 

10,000 points. Even if the whole pastor adds blood, he can’t hold it for 20 seconds. 

 

Soon, the blood of the shooter and the thief dried up, and the mage began to die. Eventually, when 50 

paladins were about to die, a half-life sword was inserted into the mouth of the smiling face. 

 

“10008” 

 

The four faces seemed to have lost their lives at the same time, and they all fell to the ground together, 

and eight pieces of equipment fell out together. 

 

“Huh, it was finally killed.” Half-hearted love breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The warlock rebinds the soul stone.” 

 

Han Ying and whoever indulged in my life waited for several warlocks to redistribute the soul stone in 

their hands to everyone. 

 

Lu Yang came to the equipment, picked it up, and sent one of the clothes to the team. 

 

Soul of Immortality (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Physical defense: 255—262 

 



Magic defense: 255—262 

 

Strength: +120 

 

Constitution: +170 

 

Stamina: +80 

 

Intelligence: +100 

 

Additional physical attack: +272 points 

 

Additional physical crit: +199 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +366 points 

 

Suit 1/8 

 

2 piece set: Increase physical attack power by 200 points 

 

4 piece set: Physical critical strike chance + 5% 

 

6-piece set: 2,000 additional magic points 

 

8-piece set: full skill level +1 

 

“This is the Paladin’s equipment, it’s really good.” White Lion said. 

 



Lu Yang said with a smile: “I played all at once, and the 8-piece set was hit. Let’s some legionnaires roll 

the dice.” 

 

“Are all 8 sets complete?” Turbid wine said in a surprised manner. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Yes.” 

 

He raised his hand weakly for half of his life and asked, “Boss, can I roll the dice?” 

 

Xia Yuwei, White Lion, Zhou Tianming, and Zhuojiu all looked at bitter love for half their lives. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “What do you say?” 

 

Faced with the anger of the four people for half a life, he immediately and honestly said, “You choose, 

you choose.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The soldiers will also roll the dice, and the bitter love that has been selected will be 

replaced for a lifetime.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said, “I don’t choose anymore. Let me be an anti-rider first.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Either way.” 

 

Two brothers Xia Yuwei, Baixiong Xiong, and Zhou Tianming rolled the dice together. Compared with 

several people, Zhou Tianyan had the most points and got a suit and half-life swap. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the demon temple and took out 12 sets of gems from 1 to 10 and gave them to 

bitter love for half a life. 



 

The bitter love gem is set on the suit, the total damage has reached 9200 points, the blood has reached 

22,000, the defense is 2000, and the magic resistance is 1340. 

 

“I thought it was easy, the start was so smooth, I didn’t expect the lord to be so difficult to play in the 

end,” White Lion said. 

 

“Thanks to the fact that the boss didn’t let the angel punishment in the first stage, otherwise it’s really 

difficult.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Lu Yang said, I also have the experience of the last life, otherwise he would not be able to get through, 

and said, “It’s OK for all of us to go to the next level to see what happens.” 

 

The four blood phases died, and the meat wall collapsed, revealing a passage made of bluestone, all the 

way down. 

 

Lu Yang took out the crystal lighting and said, “It looks like we hit the ground, now it’s down, not too far 

from the final lord.” 

 

Through the dark tunnel, Lu Yang led the team to the first basement level, and walked to a huge spider 

web. 

 

System prompt: You found the Blood Spider Hall 

 

“So disgusting,” said the female players on the team. 

 

A few huge blood-red human-faced spiders are standing in the middle of the spider web. His upper body 

is a human, and his lower body is a spider. Each is a female spider. . 

 



Human blood spider (elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 3300000/3300000 

 

Xiao Liang dropped the lower armour and said, “How to fight.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Hard fight, pull one over to see.” 

 

Sun Yu raised his hand and hit an outlying blood spider with an arrow. 

 

“4086” 

 

“The defense is not high,” Sun Yu said. 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 

The blood spider’s face showed a stingy expression, and 8 legs rushed towards Sun Yu quickly. 

 

“charge” 

 

Xiao Liang brought a phantom into the blood spider’s body, using taunting skills. 

 

Lu Yang raised his hand and hit a Pyroblast on the blood spider’s head. 

 

“20028” (Critical Strike) 

 



“There is no magic defense,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“This monster is easy to hit.” Mao Qiu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s not easy. You can’t reach full force in melee. You must watch your feet at any time. 

Once you fall, it’s over.” 

 

The next layer of this cobweb is still the cobweb, and there are more than 10 blood spiders on the face. 

 

The White Lion stepped on the spider silk carefully and came to the back of the blood spider ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ A blood spider is only 5 meters long and can accommodate up to 30 melees. 

 

Five seconds later, the human blood spider came to his senses from ridicule, and opened his mouth to 

spit out a white spider silk towards Xiao Liang. 

 

Xiao Liang was instantly tied into a cocoon by the spider silk, and his head was invisible. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The muddy wine meets the monster, and Xiao Liang’s spider silk shell is hit remotely. 

 

The blood of the spider silk shell has 1 million points. Once someone is trapped inside it for more than 

10 seconds, it will suffocate to death. The spider has very low defense and damage. The only headache 

is control. 

 

Killing a human face spider is simple, but it is almost impossible to kill a group of blood spiders at the 

same time. When a group of 12 blood spiders are ridiculed, 12 spider silks are highlighted at the same 

time, which is equivalent to 12 output wasted. 

 

Once the output is not enough, these 12 outputs will be finished, unless the luck is trapped by the 

paladin or mage, and the soldiers, thieves, and hunters are trapped one by one. 

Chapter 653 - Ancestor of the Blood Spider 

  



“How to fight this, killing one by one is a waste of time.” Xia Yuwei looked at Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the bottom and said: “The lord of this level should be underneath, and the passage of 

the cobweb is gradually going down. I’ll go down first to see if it works, we just jump down and avoid 

these strange.” 

 

Han Fei said, “Let’s go, I have the space to hide.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and asked him to wait where he was. He had long remembered this way of 

jumping off the level, and it was easy to get through. 

 

Lu Yang left a shadow of flame in place, drank the stealth potion and jumped to the next layer of 

cobwebs. He looked around at the distance and location. 

 

He had forgotten the exact position of this level in the previous life and needed to find it again. 

 

… 

 

Twenty minutes later, Lu Yang turned into a reddish light and suddenly appeared in front of the crowd, 

saying, “They have changed their parachute and are ready to jump with me.” 

 

“With a parachute?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, pointing to the area on the left and said: “Jumping from there, you can jump directly to 

the final lord, and even the boss in front is saved.” 

 

“Is there such a place?” The White Lion said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It is probably a system vulnerability.” 

 



This is indeed a system loophole. At the carnival last time, the plan described the production process in 

detail when interpreting how to make this copy. The plan was originally designed to design a very 

complicated route, allowing players to go left and right multiple times. In order to run from the top 

spider web to the bottom. 

 

At that time, in order to prevent this kind of jumping spider bug, he also checked it several times and 

changed it many times. However, he forgot one thing. Not only can he jump to the spider web, but he 

can also jump directly with a parachute. 

 

All elite players in the Jagged Brothers League have a free parachute equipped by Lu Yang, equipped on 

top of the cape. 

 

After 10 minutes, all the Templars’ punishment angel skills had cooled down. Lu Yang took Xia Yuwei, 

the White Lion and other legionnaires and 50 Paladins to jump down with a parachute, and landed on 

the last spider web with ease. 

 

As soon as they landed, everyone was dumbfounded. On their heads, a huge black strip spider was 

hanging upside down from their cobwebs. 

 

It has six blood-red eyes on its head, staring at each falling player. 

 

Blood Spider’s Ancestor Mays (Lord) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000/50000000 

 

Female players in the team are scared when they see spider instincts, and some male players are also 

afraid. 

 

Xiao Liang and White Lion discovered the team’s anomaly. 

 



Xiao Liang came to the front first, put down the lower armour and said, “Don’t be afraid, I will fight.” 

 

The white wolf moved his body, carried the holy sword to his shoulder and walked to Xiao Liang, saying, 

“Isn’t it just a spider made from the game, watch me kill him?” 

 

Zhou Tianming walked to the front with his bitter love for half his life and 50 Templar knights, protecting 

all the girls behind him. 

 

“Wow, so handsome.” A girl mage said rosy to the girl around her. 

 

“Yeah, they’re protecting us, it’s cool.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang listened to the voice of the girl behind him and said with a smile, “Don’t be afraid.” 

 

A dozen girls nodded together. 

 

“Not afraid.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Xiao Liang is strange.” 

 

Xiao Liang took a flying knife from his backpack and flung it out, right in the middle of one of the blood 

spider’s ancestors. 

 

The blood ancestor’s 6 blood red eyes looked at Xiao Liang at the same time, 8 tentacles loosened the 

spider web, flipped in the air, and landed on the spider web in front of Xiao Liang. 

 

The rebounding power of the cobweb smashed everyone into the air. Taking this opportunity, the blood 

spider opened his mouth to bite Xiao Liang. 



 

“Red Mist Bloodthirsty” 

 

Xiao Liang blocked the shield in front of him, and ridiculed him, forcing the blood spider’s ancestor to 

bite on his shield. 

 

“10626” 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue Tingfeng used instant blood-adding skills to point to Xiao Liang in midair. 

 

“8866” 

 

“7582” 

 

Xiao Liang just landed and his blood volume is still above 30,000 points. 

 

Lu Yang said, “All the Paladins will punish the angels.” 

 

“Observe.” The holy sword exudes a holy light in the hands of bitter love for half a life, and a sword is 

chopped at the tail of the blood spider ancestor. 

 

“11626” 

 

He wears a full soul suit. With a skill level of +1, he deals more than 1,000 more damage. 

 

“This suit is really powerful.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

“Mages use multiple strike skills, his magic resistance is low, and multiple attack damage is high.” Lu 

Yang said while using a meteorite impact. 

 



Each fall of the meteorite impact can cause more than 10,000 damage, plus subsequent damage, nearly 

15,000 points, if the crit can reach a maximum of 30,000 points. 

 

The blood of the blood spider’s ancestor dropped rapidly. When 10 million blood was lost, his tail shook 

violently. 

 

System Prompt: The Blood Spider’s Ancestor Uses Silk Wrap 

 

More than 30 Paladins, such as bitter lovers and white lions, were all trapped by spider silk. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Invincible.” 

 

More than 30 invincible rays of light lit up, and all the paladin’s spider silk was automatically unlocked. 

 

The blood spider ancestor’s attack method is relatively single, but it has more control skills. When it falls 

to the second 10 million blood, his tail sprays out a spider web again. This time, the attack is a long-

range team. 

 

A cobweb shot towards the landing sun. 

 

“flicker” 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t tolerate the cobweb, and just after landing, Hei Yan appeared alongside him. 

 

“Good job,” Lu Yang boasted. 

 

Hei Yan smiled proudly. 

 

Lu Yang looked behind him, and the other mages did not escape, saying, “The mage rescued himself and 

came out immediately.” 



 

The ice mage used ice barriers, and the space mage escaped with space spells, and all escaped in 1 

second. 

 

The blood spider ancestors did not limit the crowd twice. When 10 million more blood was lost, his tail 

no longer sprayed out spider webs, but gradually expanded, suddenly bursting out a group of small 

spiders. 

 

Fire Spider (Elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 800,000 / 800000 

 

The fuming spider burst into a burst of sparks when encountering melee, inflicting 5000 damage to all 

nearby melees. 

 

“Hurry away, these spiders will explode.” Shouted bitterly for half a life. 

 

Xia Yuwei, White Wolf and others immediately backed away, but neither the soldiers nor the paladins 

had the ability to escape. 

 

Just as dozens of them were about to be overtaken by blood spiders, a red streamer appeared in front 

of him. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lu Yang Appears ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Fire Resistance Ring “ 

 

A crimson ripple gushes out from Lu Yang’s body. People such as Xia Yuwei and Bai Lang were hit by the 

crimson ripple, just as they were hit by a truck and crashed backwards. 



 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

At that moment, Lu Yang flew back to the original position before the spider burst, shouting: “Ice mage 

uses range skills to destroy the fire spider.” 

 

White wolves and Xia Yuwei and others watched Lu Yang standing in the direction of the command and 

expressed surprise. 

 

“Boss god, if I didn’t see it with my own eyes, I would definitely not believe that the boss has this 

reaction speed.” Bai Lang said in amazement. 

 

The throats of Zhang Zibo, Zhou Tianming and others couldn’t help but move. The operation just by Lu 

Yang was so amazing that they thought they could never do it. 

 

Chapter 654 - Blood language soft armor 

  

The ice mage used the blizzard skill to attack the fire spider. The space mage used the skill to assist the 

attack. Soon, all the fire spiders were eliminated. 

 

The White Lion and others returned to the blood spider’s ancestors to continue attacking. When the 

next 10 million bloods were reached, the White Lion and others consciously dodged backwards. The 

mage automatically used the Blizzard skills. The fire spider was controlled at 30 as soon as it appeared. 

Within 10 yards, they were all killed and killed within 10 yards. 

 

By the time of the last 10 million blood, the ancestor of the blood spider released another fire spider, 

which still did not cause damage, and all or killed the ancestor of the blood spider. 

 

Eight pieces of equipment fell to the ground. 

 

Lu Yang approached, picked up the equipment, and shared it with everyone. 

 



Blood Language Soft Armor (Dark Gold, Leather Armor) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Physical defense: 44-73 

 

Magic defense: 79-102 

 

Strength: +80 

 

Dexterity: +110 

 

Constitution: +170 

 

Additional physical attack: +272 points 

 

Additional physical crit: +199 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +366 points 

 

Suit 1/8 

 

2 piece set: Increase physical attack power by 220 points 

 

4 piece set: Physical critical strike chance + 5% 

 

6-piece set: 2,000 extra blood and blood 

 

8-piece set: full skill level +1 



 

“Shooter and thief can use it, roll the dice together,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The crowd nodded, and Mao Qiu, Sun Yu and others rolled the dice. The biggest point was the Twilight 

Knife. He got this set of equipment. 

 

Lu Yang flew back to the demon temple to retrieve the gem and gave it to the Twilight Knife. 

 

After the Twilight Knife was inlaid, he said: “Attack 90, blood and blood 23 thousand.” 

 

“Thieves are so bloody.” 

 

“It’s worth the dark gold.” 

 

What Lu Yang wanted was this blood volume and damage ability. He said, “Continue, let’s go and look 

ahead.” 

 

There are only two left to the final lord. The equipment dropped by the next lord is a priest. As long as 

the priest’s blood and blue have been raised to a qualified standard, he will be able to take the team to 

fight the blood elven island, and eventually the lord Zerg Queen Only dropping jewelry and legendary 

thieves’ double swords, it doesn’t make much sense to fight or not. 

 

Passing through the dark and deep hall, a flesh-and-blood wall appeared in front of it, and a fierce tall 

saber-toothed dragon-like creature stood there. 

 

They are 8 meters tall, with huge teeth like buffalo horns on both sides of their mouths, terrifying looks, 

and a slightly longer upper body, which makes him look like a centaur. The whole body is full of naked 

muscles. 

 

Their arms are two large and somewhat exaggerated bone sickles, waving as they walk, the kind of 

inadvertent movement that makes people look full of power. 

 



Male blood beast (elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 8000000/8000000 

 

“What a weird thing, the blood is the same as the boss you met before.” The white wolf looked up at the 

blood beast in front of him and said. 

 

“It’s not easy to fight, it should be a monster with pure strength, and the damage must be very high.” 

Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Everyone nodded and looked at the two exaggerated sickle arms and the fangs near their mouths to 

know that this strange physical attack was very high. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try your strength first.” 

 

Xiao Liang came 30 yards from the blood beast, threw a flying knife, and hit the blood beast’s nose. 

 

“-1” 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

The blood beast roared, and two huge scarlet eyes suddenly stared at Xiao Liang. The body turned into a 

phantom and rushed to Xiao Liang. During the charge, the blood beast lowered his head and pointed the 

sharp long angle on the front of the head towards Xiao Liang. . 

 

“嘭” 

 

Xiao Liang only felt a strong force coming, his body flew uncontrollably backwards, and stopped 30 yards 

away. 



 

He looked down at his own blood volume, which originally had more than 50,000, but now there are 

only more than 30,000 left. Looking up, the blood beast rushed towards him again. 

 

“Treatment plus blood, Xiao Liang flickered on the side, bloodthirsty with red mist.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The blood beast’s charge is the biggest trouble. Except for this skill, the blood beast is just a normal 

monster with a higher damage. 

 

Xiao Liang looked at the rushing blood beast, threw the escape dagger towards the side, and a white 

light flashed. Xiao Liang appeared beside the blood beast. 

 

“Red Mist Bloodthirsty” 

 

The blood beast’s huge body became his burden, and the turning speed was very slow. When he turned 

around, he had no impact and could only use conventional physical attacks. 

 

“10126” 

 

“The damage is not high, I can resist it.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Set fire, second him.” 

 

The people attacked together and quickly killed the blood beast. 

 

“This strange damage is too high, it seems that it can only be pulled out and killed one by one.” Zhou 

Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang also has no good way. The blood beast is very difficult. The individual mobs have the same 

attack power as the boss, and they can only fight one by one. 

 



When Lu Yang led the team to clean up the blood beast, on the other side, there were fast elite players, 

who had brought all the hundred players in their hands to level 60. 

 

[Team Channel] Hongye Feiwu: The mission is finally completed, and my team has reached level 60. 

 

[Team Channel] Frost: We have completed the mission, my equipment, my equipment! !! !! 

 

[Team Channel] Snowy Ease: I’m done too, White Lion boss, my equipment, I’m here. 

 

… 

 

Seven hundred people groups have taken the lead to level 60. 

 

Tu Feng said in surprise to the team: “Do n’t you chiefs of the army tell me that the day after tomorrow 

will be the day after tomorrow, how can you complete the task today?” 

 

Xia Yuwei and the heads of the white lion, muddy wine, and other regiments looked at each other, 

revealing the same expression as you. 

 

Tu Feng saw that no one had responded to him. Guessing the reason for the group, he sent a message to 

Lu Yang and asked, “What should I do?” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How many outfits did you make out there?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “It is not a problem to equip 30,000 people at present.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Then send it down, set a level 5 gem, and the enchantment will keep up. All members up 

to level 60 will give the guild the best equipment.” 

 



“Yes.” Tu Feng ended the call and said in the team channel: “All players up to level 60 go to the guild’s 

headquarters in St. Gall. The boss said that all the equipment, enchantments, and gems are all ready for 

you. First, First come, first served. “ 

 

“Boss mighty.” 

 

… 

 

Seven hundred people, such as ice, snow drifting, and autumn leaves flying, immediately used the city 

roll to fly back to the holy city ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ and came to the headquarters of the guild. 

 

The 700 people collectively ran in one direction and attracted the attention of many players. There were 

a lot of spies from the major guilds around the headquarters of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

Seeing Hongye Feiwu and others running over, they watched carefully. 

 

However, they all looked surprised when they saw their equipment. 

 

“What’s the situation, why is it so worn out.” 

 

“Except for those elites who are level 60 military uniforms, everyone else is level 40.” 

 

“It won’t be the team that lost the wasteland copy to come back to get the potion.” 

 

“maybe.” 

 

… 

 

No one took care of the situation any more, but passed the news to the intelligence agencies of their 

respective guilds. 

 

Chapter 655 - Blood Beast Lord Regano 



  

Headquarters lobby. 

 

Hongye Feiwu was the first to run in with the team. Tu Feng and 10 players were waiting there and said 

to Hongye Feiwu: “divide into 10 rows to get the equipment.” 

 

Hongye Feiwu first came to Tu Feng, and got the three major parts of Guderian War Staff and Yang Yan, 

as well as other legal system parts. 

 

“My magic injury is more than 5,000. This staff and clothes are so cool.” Hongye Feiwu looked at him 

with excitement. 

 

“My decapitated axe, I finally got you.” The soldier Liehuo looked at the long-handled axe in his hand 

more excitedly. 

 

“Where is the decapitation axe? I’m here.” Leng Qiufeng ran in. He was under Zhou Tianming’s men, and 

shouted angrily as soon as he entered the door. 

 

The fierce fire shook the decapitator in his hand and said, “Look, how is this damage?” 

 

The exaggerated shape of the beheading axe made Leng Qiufeng turn to Tu Feng and said excitedly, 

“Boss Tu Feng, I want it too.” 

 

Tu Feng smiled and gave the equipment to the neglected autumn wind. 

 

The two hundred men who ran in the back, including Snowy Ease and Ice, saw the red leaves flying and 

their gears were also red-eyed, and they received the gears from Tu Feng. 

 

“I feel like I’m a strong party now,” Liehuo said proudly. 

 

“I really want to find someone to do a fight, otherwise this equipment is blind.” Leng Qiufeng said with a 

smile. 



 

Hongye Feiwu and Xuezhiyi nodded one after another and boiled in the copy for a month and a half. 

Everyone was choked. Now that they have such good equipment, they have the urge to fight. 

 

Tu Feng said: “Aren’t you bullying people when you go out to fight now? In addition to the core players, 

the major guilds have more than 50 elite players and are not equipped. You are equipped with melee 

damage of 6000 and long range damage of 4500. Who’s the second? “ 

 

Lonely autumn wind and fiery fire and other people’s eyes were attracted by Tu Feng’s words, and they 

even made them think of killing. 

 

“Why don’t our 7 teams go to Beifeng City to find Wang Teng?” Han Bing asked. 

 

Tu Feng: “…” 

 

He found that what he had said just now. At the current stage, due to the appearance of the copy, the 

major guilds are worried that their players are no longer willing to participate in large-scale wars for the 

guild. Fighting with people can’t stop. 

 

Suddenly, Tu Feng received a report from his players. After listening, he froze and said, “You wait a 

moment, maybe there is a fight task for you.” 

 

“Who hit?” Asked neglected Qiufeng. 

 

Tu Feng signaled everyone to wait, dialed Lu Yang’s phone, and said, “I just received a report from our 

team that our upgrade team at the junction of Beifeng, Benliu and Tiewang Tricity was attacked by 

strangers.” 

 

Lu Yang was fighting, asking, “How many enemies are there?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “About 3,000 people, divided into dozens of teams, relying on the advantages of 

equipment and level, our players have some serious casualties.” 



 

This area is the area that Lu Yang has been paying attention to. From here, you can go straight to the 

three main cities. Once a war occurs, Benliu City can take this road straight to Hannibal City. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do you have any ideas?” 

 

Tu Feng received: “The opponents’ levels are all above 50, and they are well equipped. With the 

ordinary players at level 40 on our hands, it is difficult to beat each other. I want to send these seven 

hundred people to see.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, it’s time to let them go out and relax.” 

 

“Okay.” Tu Feng closed the intercom, and said to the temporary heads of the Hundreds, such as 

Hongyefeiwu and Hanbing, “According to the current establishment, you 7 are still the heads of the 

Hundreds. You will start with your men and give the enemy all I killed. “ 

 

“Yes,” Hongye Feiwu and Han Bing said excitedly. 

 

“Brothers, kill people,” Han Bing shouted. 

 

Seven hundred men’s regiments have been standing beside Tu Feng. They just heard the conversation 

between Tu Feng and Lu Yang. 700 people collectively took out the fortress and returned to the city to 

fly to Hessen Fortress and ran towards the battle site. 

 

Not far from the east gate of the fortress, a thief was waiting in hiding, seeing a group of players out of 

the city, with a sneer expression, sending a message saying: “Out of the city.” 

 

Inside the copy. 

 

Lu Yanggang led the team through the blood beast area, and a group of people were killing the blood 

beast guard. 

 



Blood Beast Guard (boss) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 20000000/20000000 

 

The blood beast guard hit 13,000 on Xiao Liang. Although his own defense is high, the magic resistance is 

not high, and everyone is very easy to fight. 

 

The white wolf said with excitement: “I don’t know what’s going on outside, aren’t the kids already 

killing?” 

 

Bitter love said for a long time: “Sure, don’t say that we are holding the holy sword, they are holding 

decapitation axes, chopping them up with a violent whirlwind is also a spike.” 

 

The white wolf looked at the holy sword in his hand and said anxiously, “I also want to go out to fight. 

With my equipment out, one person can destroy a thousand people.” 

 

The white wolf hurts more than 8,000, uses violent whirlwind to chop, and hurts more than 10,000 in 

one second. Except for defense, no one can hold on for two seconds in front of him. 

 

Xia Yuwei looked at the two and said, “Hurry up and fight, you can go out if you kill, delay playing the 

copy, and be careful not to let the two of you fight.” 

 

White Wolf: “…” 

 

Love half a life: “…” 

 

The two immediately trembled and tried their best. 

 



Lu Yang felt that the atmosphere inside the regiment was a bit wrong, and he sighed. Maybe it was the 

founding of the guild. Today, the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood has been fighting. Now when it comes 

to fighting, none of the guilds are actively participating in the battle of. 

 

If it is the same level and the same equipment, few players in other guilds have been able to play the 

Iron Brotherhood, especially the earliest 13,000 people, the sheep have become militant rams. 

 

“Kill this lord, the final lord is in front. I’ll take you to fight then.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The morale of the whole regiment has been increased by a grade, and the speed of each person’s hands 

has been inexplicably accelerated by one point. Many people have broken their limits when they read 

the spell. 

 

More than 20 blood beast guards were killed in less than half an hour ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lu Yang 

led the team across the corridor and came to the guard hall. 

 

This is a rotunda. There are no mobs inside. In the middle of the hall, there is only a huge blood beast. 

He is the blood beast lord Regano. 

 

Blood Beast Lord Regano (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 60000000/60000000 

 

Legend has it that Regano was the admirer of the Blood Demon Queen. His body was a thunderous 

mammoth. For the Blood Demon Queen, she willingly accepted her baptism and became the Blood 

Beast Lord. 

 

However, the blood demon queen did not love him, but was using him, and he was only one of the 

queen’s many guests. 

 



Regano did not know this at first. When he knew it, he did not blame the queen. Instead, he believed 

that other males intentionally seduced the queen. Anyone who knew he wanted to be close to the 

queen would be killed by him. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 656 - Blood Demon Queen 

  

“No one can approach my queen.” Regano walked frantically around the hall. 

 

“It looks like we hit the Queen’s husband,” White Wolf said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Xiao Liang is weird.” 

 

Xiao Liang launched a charge at Regano and hit Regano’s side. 

 

“Someone wants to rob my queen, and I’m going to kill you.” Regano turned quickly, his mouth tusks 

sweeping like a sickle. 

 

Xiao Liangmeng’s short body avoided the decayed teeth, and a sword was inserted where the decayed 

teeth contacted the skin. 

 

“-1” 

 

White Wolf was about to start an assault and stopped to look at Lu Yang, asking, “Are I still charging?” 

 

Lu Yang threw out the echo of magic sounds and acid mist, and said, “Chong, Xiao Liang can pull it.” 

 



Anti-war damage is low, but there are many skills to pull hatred, not to mention Xiao Liang has the red 

mist whirlwind that pulls hatred the most. 

 

“Han Yu replaced his equipment and used a level 1 bow and arrow to beat Xiao Liang.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Han Yu took off all the equipment, switched to the automatic attack mode, used the continuous 

shooting skills, and fired 5 arrows at a time. 

 

This is an archer’s garbage skill. The damage of continuous archery is only one third of the regular 

damage. Although shooting 5 arrows in a row, the total damage is higher than ordinary shooting. The 

arrows are 1 point of blood. 

 

“when” 

 

“when” 

 

“when” 

 

Xiao Liang hit 5 arrows in his back, lost 5 points of damage, and the red mist around his body spun 

sharply. 

 

“5000” 

 

The Blood Beast Lord was killed by Red Mist for 5,000 points of blood. After the revision, Red Mist 

Cyclone determined the attack method to be a special attack, ignoring the armor and magic resistance, 

and the built-in cooling time was 0.19 seconds. 

 

The attack from everyone around was not as high as Xiao Liang’s attack, and the hatred of the Blood 

Beast Lord continued to fall on Xiao Liang. 

 

Hei Yan said, “You can still blame this way.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “All the shooters changed their equipment and played Xiao Liang together.” 

 

The archer did not have any output in the face of the blood beast leader, and the attack was completely 

unbreakable. Zhengchou didn’t know how to fight, and he replaced his equipment and aimed at Xiao 

Liang to use continuous archery. 

 

Four shooters fired 20 bows and arrows at a time. Xiao Liang’s Red Mist Cyclone Trigger chance was 

19.8%. For a time, the red mist around Xiao Liang was spinning like a hurricane, and it kept on. 

 

“5000” 

 

“5000” 

 

“5000” 

 

… 

 

The White Lion took a breath and said, “This attack speed and damage are higher than the punishment 

angel I opened. The first output of this level is definitely Xiao Liang.” 

 

Xiao Liang was very happy. He did n’t need to use his sword to slay the blood beast lord. He stood there 

with his shield and watched the damage ranking. At the level of the blood beast lord, his damage far 

exceeded all other players. Including Lu Yang. 

 

The blood beast lord’s attack method in this level is very single. What he tests is only the armor and 

output of anti-war. If he can hold the hatred, other professions can output at will. 

 

Xiao Yang and others such as Lu Yang stabilized their hatred and said, “The Templars are punishing 

angels, and everyone fights.” 

 

Zhou Tianming, the white lion, half-loving half-life and 50 Templar knights together disciplined angels. 

The holy sword in his hand slashed according to the blood beast lord. 



 

“10068” 

 

“20136” (Critical Strike) 

 

… 

 

After 2 minutes, the bloodlord’s huge body fell to the ground weakly. 

 

System prompt: You killed Blood Beast Lord Regano 

 

“It’s too easy,” White Wolf said. 

 

Lu Yang stepped forward to pick up the eight pieces of equipment and said, “It’s the priest.” 

 

Moonsoul Vest (Dark Gold, Cloth Armor) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Defense: 51-60 

 

Intelligence: +110 

 

Stamina: +170 

 

Spell damage increased: 399 

 

Increased spell critical strike: +202 

 



Mana regeneration increased: +97 points / second 

 

Set: 1/8 

 

2 piece set: Spell damage increased by 300 points 

 

4 Piece Set: Spell Crit increased by 5% 

 

6-piece set: 2,000 extra blood and blood 

 

8-piece set: full skill level +1 

 

“The priest rolls dice,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The four priests in the team tried their luck. The highest point was Yeyue Listening to the Wind. He got 

this set of equipment. 

 

Lu Yang replaced him with gems, and at this time, the body of the blood beast lord who had already died 

exuded blood. 

 

“What’s the situation.” The fur ball stood beside the Blood Beast Lord, startled, and quickly jumped 

away. 

 

The blood beast lord’s huge body quickly shrank and turned into a human shape. Looking at the crowd 

in front of him, he ran into the hall with a scary expression and a **** light. 

 

“What’s going on?” Everyone looked at Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go in and take a look.” 

 



Following the steps of the Blood Beast Lord, he walked into the front hall, and everyone saw a human-

shaped Blood Beast Lord kneeling on the ground. In front of him was an exposed red-skinned woman 

with red hair and charming face At the extreme, the body is impeccable. 

 

“My queen, I’m sorry, I can’t guard you anymore.” The blood beast lord (humanoid) said in pain. 

 

The queen looked up at Lu Yang, and looked down at the Blood Beast Lord Regano. She touched 

Regano’s jaw with her fingers in the depths and said charmingly: “Regano, you are too disappointed 

Now. “ 

 

Regano said: “Give me some time and let me recover. As long as I recover, I will be able to kill them and 

protect your safety …” 

 

The whole word didn’t wait to say, the fingers of the blood demon queen stroking Regano’s jaw had 

penetrated his neck, and the blood of Yin Hong was dripping down along his fingers with metallic luster. 

 

“You …” Regano looked at the Queen incredulously. 

 

The empress still smiled and said, “Now you need your energy to protect me. You said you would give 

everything to me. Now, give me your energy.” 

 

The queen’s face suddenly became terrifying, she opened her mouth, and a black steel needle was 

inserted into Regano’s heart. 

 

A blood-red storm erupted outwards with Regano as the center, and Lu Yang and others were 

backwards blown by the storm. 

 

Regano’s body dried up quickly and eventually dissipated in front of the queen. 

 

“So cruel ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lan Yu said. 

 



The Queen raised her head and looked at Lan Yu with charming eyes, and said with open arms excitedly, 

“I finally got his strength. I have waited for 2000 years. Young warriors, are you here to kill me? Let you 

see my strongest state. “ 

 

The Queen’s body swelled quickly, and in a blink of an eye it became a huge blood-red meat ball more 

than 10 meters high. He had a metal-like shell, no feet and no tentacles under her body, and her 

abdomen was extremely huge. 

 

“Looking like this, how Regano looked at her.” The white wolf looked at the red meat ball and said. 

 

“Roar ~!” The Queen opened a huge mouth and screamed, as if dissatisfied with the white wolf’s 

humiliation. 

 

A pure black steel needle squirted from his mouth, and shot directly at the white wolf. The speed of the 

steel needle was so fast that the white wolf had no time to retreat. He rolled over to the right side in a 

hurry, and evasively avoided the steel needle. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Xiao Liang took the blame and played the same way as before. The shooter hit Xiao Liang 

and everyone else gave it out.” 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 657 - Subtle cooperation 

  



The most difficult part of this level is here. The plot is connected to the previous lord, and the player has 

no rest time. 

 

Xiao Liang launched an onslaught skill at the empress and hit her red shell. 

 

Blood Demon Empress Lomanla (Lord) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 60000000/60000000 

 

Sun Yu and four other hunters spotted Xiao Liang using continuous archery, and Xiao Liang blew red 

blood around him, quickly establishing hatred. 

 

The Templars, such as the White Lion and the bitter love half-life, are used to using punishment angels 

to kill people. This time, there is still 20 minutes to cool down, and everyone’s expression is a little 

dignified. 

 

When standing, there is no need for Lu Yang to say that everyone is far from Xiao Liang, and the distance 

between each two people is kept about 0.5 meters. 

 

“1026” 

 

“It’s really hard to fight. I didn’t expect these two lords to be turned on one after the other, and I didn’t 

say that it was a break.” White Wolf said looking at his ultra-low damage. 

 

The White Lion looked at Lu Yang and asked, “Boss, can we commit suicide and fight again?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Try it first, run in from scratch, you can’t run here in an hour.” 

 

When everyone recalled their experiences, they all showed more speechless expressions. 



 

The White Lion said, “Keep playing, you might as well run again.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Your output is not high. Xiao Liang’s output is very high. He has several 

people on his own.” 

 

Xiao Liang himself couldn’t see it anymore. The whole body was covered with red mist swirling fast, and 

surrounded him like a hurricane. 

 

“5000” 

 

“5000” 

 

… 

 

The continuous archery of 4 archers allowed Xiao Liang to trigger the Red Mist Cyclone 5 times per 

second. His output alone was equal to two Templar knights holding a holy sword to punish the angels. 

 

Han Liu looked at the shooter beside him and said, “It’s still very useful for you to make a copy.” 

 

The four shooters were stunned, others copied the output, they could only hit teammates, and the 

output was all 1 point of blood. 

 

“Hey, I don’t want to explode the shooter equipment. It’s so sad to fight like this.” Sun Yu said without 

tears. 

 

The mighty army commander, who didn’t output anything, fell into helping the defense to trigger the 

passive, and telling people made a joke. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “You are still very useful, you see, the empress has been hit by you to enlarge 

it.” 



 

The emperor’s blood volume dropped by 1 million points, and a roar, a stream of mucus sprayed out 

Xiao Liang’s body from his mouth. 

 

System prompt: Empress uses weak venom 

 

Xiao Liang’s upper blood limit instantly decreased by 40%, 50,000 HP became 30,000, defense value 

changed from 10,000 to 6000, and lasted 30 seconds. 

 

Lu Xiao said: “Xiao Liang opened the shield wall.” 

 

Xiao Liang’s body is huge again, his health is temporarily increased by 40%, the duration is 30 seconds, 

and his health is restored to more than 42,000 points. 

 

The Emperor’s mouth sprayed a steel needle in the middle of Xiao Liang’s shield. 

 

“20616” 

 

“The damage has increased so much.” Xiao Liang said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The treatment is full of blood, don’t be afraid to waste blue.” 

 

Lan Yu and Yeyue Tingfeng and other treatments continuously released the cure. Xiao Liang’s blood 

volume was up and down, and he was in danger of death at any time. 

 

Lu Yang used the fire dragon technique in situ. This time the battle was a protracted battle, and he could 

not distinguish between victory and defeat in a short time. 

 

After 30 seconds, Xiao Liang’s health recovered to 50,000 points, and his defense recovered to 10,000 

points. 

 



The steel needle in the empress’s mouth hit Xiao Liang’s shield. 

 

“15666” 

 

“Huh, I finally insisted.” All treatments breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. This level was the hardest part of the blood demon queen. After surviving it, it was a 

lot easier. 

 

Soon, the Empress’s blood was beaten by 5 million points. Her abdomen trembled and her voice said 

sharply, “My child, it’s time you paid for me.” 

 

Twenty crimson tiny reptiles crawled out from under him, opened his limbs, and flew towards melee. 

 

Parasite (elite) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 800,000 / 800000 

 

“What is this?” The white wolf was possessed by the reptile, and a crimson flame blew from his feet. 

 

“-2000” 

 

He and players within 2 meters around him lost 2,000 blood at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “If the parasite is hit, the Paladin is free from magic, and other professions will step back 5 

meters. Don’t hurt the surrounding people. The mage group will attack to destroy the parasite.” 

 



The white lion and bitter love half-life and others immediately opened the magic free skills, an anti-

magic circle appeared on their heads, and the parasite could not cause them damage. 

 

White wolves and Zhang Zibo and other fighters retreated 5 meters backwards. At the same time, 30 

mages of the mage collective used the range attack skills, and the parasites were quickly killed. 

 

If it is a general team, the attacking lord monster will habitually stand around the lord without a fixed 

position. In this case, many people must be attacked at the same time. The flames do not seem to be 

harmful, but as long as there are 5 people Standing together, within two seconds, these five people will 

die. 

 

After the player parasitized by the parasitic beast dies, they will not follow the death, but will fall to the 

ground with blood to continue parasitizing the next player. 

 

Basically, a parasite can kill a team, and then the player will run from scratch for another hour. 

 

Because there are 20 parasitic beasts at once, and 20 players are possessed by the parasitic beasts. 

When the players are affected by the parasitic beasts, they will have flustered emotions. Once two or 

three people make mistakes, they will cause mass destruction. Then, run another hour into the copy. 

 

The blood queen Queen I was one of the most disgusting lord monsters on the one hand because of his 

annoying skills and on the other hand the distance of this copy is too long. If you run across here, you 

will occasionally refresh. The patrol blame, a team that didn’t pay attention and then destroyed the 

group. A team in the previous life died here for half a year, and it definitely deserves the name of his 

copy of the nightmare. 

 

Lu Yang they can fight so easily. They have rebirth experience in full screen. Half of the recruited staff 

are top players in the major guilds of the previous life, and the other half are players who have been 

specially trained by Han Zhong. They all have strong will. Force and toughness. 

 

The blood demon queen released the parasitic beast ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ and aimed at Lu Yang and 

others. 

 

The system prompts: The blood demon queen launches **** bone forest 



 

There was a violent shaking from the ground. Lu Yang looked around and found that the ground on his 

left was slightly shaking. 

 

“All mages on the left blink forward.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The 15 mage scattered on the left side of the hall did not hesitate to execute Lu Yang’s orders, 

collectively using the flashing skills to jump forward 30 yards. 

 

At the moment they used the skills, the ground within 50 yards of them suddenly pierced with sharp 

blood-colored bone spurs around them. 

 

Of the 15 mages, only three stations were too far behind, without flickering out of the spur range, and 

were killed in seconds. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The soul stone is resurrected and continues to fight.” 

 

The three mages were resurrected immediately. After taking the big medicine, the blood returned to full 

value, and aimed at the blood demon queen to continue the attack. 

Chapter 658 - Open the Blood Demon Temple 

  

The Queen’s first stage had only these three skills, weak venom, parasitic beast, and bloodbone forest. 

After the experience, when the Queen circulated, no one in the team was killed and everyone was 

fighting in an orderly manner. 

 

After 10 minutes, the Empress’s blood was beaten by 20 million points, and a red light suddenly flashed 

over the Empress’s back. 

 

System prompt: Empress begins to evolve 

 

“Energy, I finally absorbed all of his energy, stupid human, let you see my strongest form.” 

 



The queen’s body exploded. A voluptuous woman with a height of 8 meters jumped out of it. It was the 

humanoid queen just seen before the battle, but the red body of the queen exudes a metallic luster, 

even her hair Like the steel needle, there are 6 arms behind it. 

 

Blood Demon Queen (Second Form) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 40000000/60000000 

 

“Blood Guidelines” 

 

The first hand on the right side of the Blood Demon Queen pointed at Lu Yang, and a group of blood-

colored energy flew towards him. 

 

Lu Yang threw out the escape dagger and jumped back a distance of 30 yards. Scarlet energy changed 

the trajectory and continued to chase toward the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang stood in place, waiting for the moment when Scarlet Energy was about to hit him, his body’s 

white light flickered back to his original position and continued to attack. 

 

Scarlet energy exploded at the position where Lu Yang had just stood, all within 20 yards of it being 

shrouded in blood energy. 

 

“The playing range is so large.” Hei Yan said in surprise, he was always paying attention to the landing 

Yang. After this copy was played, he would be responsible for leading a team to make a copy. 

 

Lu Yang said: “If someone encounters me, run to a place without people first. This skill is easy to 

escape.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, the six arms behind the Blood Demon Queen were raised simultaneously, and 

a black energy ball appeared on each arm. 



 

“What skill is this?” 

 

The crowd looked at the empress in shock, and they forgot to output in melee. 

 

“Atonement Ball” 

 

Six magic **** fly from six palms of the empress, regardless of melee and long range, randomly aiming 

at the target to release a black beam. 

 

“10000” 

 

“10000” 

 

Four orbs were aimed at the melee attack, and Zhang Zibo was hit by a beam of light during the dodging 

process and fell to the ground instantly. 

 

Hei Yan aimed at the orb and wanted to attack, but found that the orb was invincible and could not 

attack. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone pays attention to avoid, and the shooter continues to play Xiao Liang to keep 

him out.” 

 

“Ok.” 

 

This is the second phase of the Empress’s iconic skills. It tests the player’s individual reaction ability, 

which does not meet the elite standards, and cannot escape the attack at all. 

 

The white lion, bitter love half-life, and Han Fei and others reacted very quickly and easily avoided these 

skills. After a light ball attack, they could run back to the queen to continue output. 

 



There is no problem with the remote mage group. The only unlucky one is Zhang Zibo. After using the 

soul stone to resurrect, he did not escape the atonement ball and was killed on the ground twice. 

 

The Atonement Sphere lasted for 5 minutes and disappeared in place. Xia Yuwei took the opportunity to 

come to Zhang Zibo to save him with a goblin pacemaker and continue to participate in the output. 

 

“Thank you,” Zhang Zibo said. 

 

Xia Yuwei said, “Come on together, almost half of your blood.” 

 

Within 5 minutes, Xiao Liang used the Red Mist Whirlwind to chop one person and killed 6 million blood 

of the blood demon queen. Adding the output of 30 mages, the blood demon queen had only 20 million 

points left. 

 

“Your hurt made me feel pain.” The blood demon queen showed a charming expression. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Be careful with his control skills.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, the blood demon queen smiled charmingly, and all 100 people in the regiment 

fell into a state of upside down. 

 

Lu Yang only felt dark, and he quickly used the badge to release control. When he woke up, the empress 

left Xiao Liang, and his six arms became bloodblade sickles, killing melee players who did not wake up. 

 

“38986” 

 

Zhang Zibo is dead! 

 

“39629” 

 



Although the white wolf woke up, he was too close to the empress and escaped the four bone sickles of 

the empress, but did not escape the fifth, and was easily hacked to the ground. 

 

People such as Zhuojiu and White Lion woke up and saw the situation receding. 

 

Xiao Liang used taunting and group taunting skills continuously, but he couldn’t keep the empress from 

focusing on him. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Blood thirst with red mist.” 

 

Xiao Liang roared, and the red blood mist forced the Empress to turn his gaze to him, so that everyone 

had time to get rid of it, and all the melee soldiers withdrew from the battle and hid. 

 

Five seconds later, the Empress ignored Xiao Liang’s high hatred and continued to chase after others like 

White Lion. 

 

“Why is there no hate?” The White Lion hurried to the side, he dared not run to the mage team. 

 

Lu Yang was very anxious, this state of the queen will last for 1 minute, how many people can survive 

the full strength of the full screen player. 

 

The queen’s running speed was 2.5 times that of the White Lion, and she soon caught up with the White 

Lion. 

 

“The White Lion is invincible.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The White Lion turned invincible, and the Queen turned to look at Lu Yang. 

 

“Old and old,” shouted the White Lion. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Don’t export, I’ll pull him out and wait until his hatred time is over.” 



 

A crimson flame appeared under his feet. 

 

“Blazing Blaze” 

 

“The Path of Fire” 

 

Lu Yang’s movement speed increased to 285% in an instant. He turned and ran outside the Queen’s Hall. 

The Queen followed, but couldn’t catch up. At the same time, she suffered at least three fire damage 

every second. 

 

After 1 minute. 

 

The Queen’s hatred-free status disappeared. 

 

Lu Yang turned into a state of flames and ran back with the empress, saying, “Xiao Liang picks up the 

blame, he has hatred.” 

 

Xiao Liang carried a shield and slammed into it. Sun Yu and Han Yu and four other hunters 

simultaneously used continuous archery, and Xiao Liang was blowing a red whirlwind around him. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Xiao Ying opened the heart of destruction, and he seconded him with me.” 

 

Han Ying nodded, his body exuded turquoise energy, and instantly turned into an ice-haired queen with 

green hair. In this state, Han Ying’s damage increased by 20%, and each of his skills could hit 15,000. The 

above hurts. 

 

Lu Yang used a meteorite impact. The meteorite in the sky was like a meteorite rain. Every time one 

second fell down ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ the crowds output with full force. The Queen had no other 

skills and was killed by the crowd. 

 



“I should, in fact, be defeated in your hands.” The queen knelt on the ground, vomiting blood, and fell 

sideways. 

 

System prompt: Congratulations to the team led by player Lu Yang for the first time to open the Blood 

Demon Temple, whether to announce this achievement. 

 

“Finally got through.” Mao Qiu said excitedly. 

 

“Boss, announce it soon.” 

 

“Yes, scare everyone, scare the major guilds.” 

 

… 

 

Everyone has a proud expression. This is a copy of the Blood Demon Temple. A copy of the nightmare 

difficulty level of 100 people at level 60. At present, the major guilds of all servers in the world are only 

at the wasteland level of 60 epic difficulty. Where would anyone dare to open up the nightmare 

difficulty? This is an extremely glorious thing. 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 659 - Blood Soul·Lijian Sword (Legend) 

  



Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Even the glory, let people know, our secrets have been exposed. Take 

the equipment first, queen, I don’t know what baby lost.” 

 

The Queen had the chance to drop the legendary dagger. He came to the Queen and looked at the eight 

pieces of equipment on the ground. When he saw two blood-red bone spurs, Lu Yang was stunned. 

 

“No, two out at a time, and the reward for land reclamation is great.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“What’s out of the gear?” White Wolf asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang picked up two blood-red short-handled crystal knives and said, “Congratulations to the thieves 

in the regiment, the legendary weapons came out, or two at a time.” 

 

Blood Soul·Liyan Sword (Legendary) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Damage: 908-1136 

 

Strength: +110 

 

Constitution: +110 

 

Dexterity: +110 

 

Additional physical attack: +336 

 

Additional physical crit: +333 

 

Additional physical penetration: +333 points 



 

Set: 1/2 

 

2 piece set: There is a certain chance to trigger the Queen’s Wrath during the attack, ignore the target’s 

30% armor, and increase the damage by an additional 10%. 

 

Blood Soul · Hate Oath Sword (Legendary) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Damage: 908-1136 

 

Strength: +110 

 

Constitution: +110 

 

Dexterity: +110 

 

Additional physical attack: +336 

 

Additional physical crit: +333 

 

Additional physical penetration: +333 points 

 

2 piece set: There is a certain chance to trigger the Queen’s Wrath during the attack, ignore the target’s 

30% armor, and increase the damage by an additional 10%. 

 

Thieves such as Han Fei and Twilight Knife all ran to Lu Yang, and each person stared at the two short 

swords. 

 



“This short sword has the same attributes as the holy sword, but the special effect is better than the 

holy sword. It is an anti-battleman.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

The thieves nodded together and looked at Lu Yang together, everyone’s eyes were looking forward to 

expectation. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Dice the dice and decide on the ownership of the double dagger at once. Whoever has 

the highest point will have both swords.” 

 

“Fight it.” Han Fei threw the dice. 

 

“It must be mine.” Twilight Knife threw the dice. 

 

… 

 

There are a total of four thieves with points of 99, 78, 98, and 66. 

 

“It’s mine.” Han Fei jumped excitedly. 

 

Twilight Razor and other thieves collapse. 

 

Lu Yang handed the double short sword to Han Fei, returned to the demon temple and brought back the 

gems and enchantment, and said, “Your boy is lucky, we want to hit this thing next time, I don’t know 

when it is.” 

 

In the last life, the official explosion rate was 0.07%. A team played 10,000 times before they had the 

chance to drop a dagger. It would take more than a year to get the daggers together. 

 

Lu Yang remembered that when someone posted the legendary double sword in the Blood Demon 

Temple at the forum, the capable teams in the server all came, and after playing for half a year, less than 

10,000 people who could finally get the legendary weapons got double. Short swords are less than 100 

people. 



 

This weapon, even if you want to buy it, you can’t buy it, you can’t burst it if you want to fight! 

 

Han Fei changed into a pair of short swords, blood-red crystal-like short swords, which made Xiao Liang 

look extraordinarily strong. The whole person is different from before. 

 

“When will I get it again?” Twilight Knife said enviously. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and walked to the Twilight Knife and patted him on the shoulder. “Your duty is different 

from Han Fei. He is going to kill someone. Your responsibility is to command the army. In fact, you got 

this weapon, and it was very There are very few opportunities to go to the battlefield and wait for us to 

open up the land of Blood Elf. From there, I will certainly help you, a few thieves, get an Emperor Sword 

and a Spare Sword. “ 

 

Twilight Knife and several other thieves nodded, alleviating the depression in their hearts. 

 

“Boss, why are they called Empress Swords and Spare Swords.” Zhuo Jiu asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang made a mistake and inadvertently spoke of the habitual name of the previous life. He smiled 

and said, “The Li Jian sword contains the emperor’s soul, so it is called the Empress Sword, and the Oath 

Sword has the Blood Beast Lord Regano Soul, so call him a spare sword. “ 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Boss, your nickname is really appropriate.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Let’s go, make a copy, we will rest for a while, ready to play a second time, 

maybe we will be lucky for a while, and we can burst out a legendary short sword.” 

 

Everyone who was tired because of playing a copy instantly became energetic again. 

 

“Boss, we don’t need to rest, let’s go now,” said Zhuo Jiu Qing Qing. 



 

White lions, white wolves, Xia Yuwei and others nodded and looked at the expressions of their brothers’ 

eyes. No one could say the word rest. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Wait at the door for a while, then rest for 10 minutes. I’ll go back and get 

some supplements.” 

 

There is a glittering stone behind the Blood Demon Queen. Click on him to teleport back to the entrance 

of the copy, and Xia Yuwei and White Lion return to the door and wait. 

 

After Lu Yang built a sentry tower with a goblin robot outside the copy, he flew back to St. Gall, sending 

a message to Jin Buhuan, saying, “How many bottles of special potion have been made.” 

 

After the last meeting, Lu Yang asked Jin not to change the batch to make potions, so that the chance of 

mutation increased. Now, almost a month ago, players under Lu Yang have reached level 60, and it is 

time to take potions. 

 

Jin Buhuan said, “There are about 10,000 control potions.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Send a trusted person to the headquarters of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

Jin Buchang asked curiously, “Have you hit the Blood Demon Temple?” 

 

Lu Yang sent the double sword and achievement to Jin Buhuan. 

 

“It is indeed the boss, and it really is strong.” Jin Buhuan said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang laughed, sent a message to Tu Feng, and asked, “How did the people we sent fight?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Red leaves flew and their seven hundred-member squad fought against the enemy once 

in the Saber-toothed Tiger Plain, 700 to 3000, and easily destroyed the other side, and the other side 

disappeared and never appeared again. 



 

Lu Yang asked, “Do you know who this enemy is?” 

 

Tu Feng shook his head and said, “The other party doesn’t have a guild badge ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ 

Everyone is covering his face and can’t see clearly.” 

 

“Where is such a group of people? At this time, we should start with, or in the intersection area of the 

three cities, it is clearly to pick things.” Lu Yang said. 

 

This matter can be big or small. To a lesser extent, it is an ordinary attack. To a greater extent, it is Wang 

Teng and Li Xiuyu’s preparations for the war that will cause a great war. 

 

Tu Feng said, “Will it be Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu? They want to marry the Sword King of Tiewangcheng, 

or marry the Quartet.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Should not, it is more likely that the sword killing God will bring this 

matter to Wang Teng or Li Xiuyu.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Tu Feng asked puzzledly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Simple, Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu are our deadly enemies. If you really do, you can just hit it 

directly. No matter whether it is a temptation or a formal attack, you don’t need to cover it. “ 

Chapter 660 - Lure 

  

Since Sword Killer assisted Liu Jie in attacking Hannibal City, Sword Killer’s status in the Quartet Alliance 

has become marginal. If it was not for his fortress next to Hannibal City, Merritt would have kicked him 

out. Alliance. 

 

In the last battle, after Liu Jie’s defeat, most of his energy was turned to the elves. There was no time to 

take care of the human race. The four fortresses in Beifeng City had been building fortifications without 

any attack. 

 



Lu Yang said: “I guess this sword kills God because we are afraid of hitting him. I thought of such a faint 

move and let us fight with Wang Teng.” 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “It looks like he was scared by us.” 

 

After Lu Yang won the war, there was no connection with the sword killing god. How many people in the 

server found him wanting to plead for the sword killing **** were rejected by Lu Yang. 

 

If it wasn’t for the Lieutenant’s Quartet alliance, and Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu were watching on the 

other side, he would have killed the sword. 

 

A young president with only one fortress dare to oppose his super-chairman, who has 13 fortresses in 

four main cities. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I don’t have time to talk to him now, but this matter can’t be so.” 

 

Tu Feng asked, “What do you want to do?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Beat him once, I’m a bait, don’t worry about him not being fooled.” 

 

“It’s too dangerous,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Which unit are we upgrading near the Sabertooth Tiger Plain?” 

 

“I love a group of ten thousand people who are half-lived,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to bitter love for a long time and said, “Come to the Echo Fortress, I will fight a 

small-scale battle.” 

 

Holding a holy sword for half a life, wearing a whole set of soul-immortal armor is squatting at the door 

of the copy and doing nothing. Hearing this good thing, he jumped up and said, “I’ll go back.” 



 

The White Lion asked, “Where are you going?” 

 

A bitter smile with a half-faced smile said, “Hey, I want to compete with the boss without opening his 

eyes. He asked me to go back and take a group of people to fight. My suit and holy sword are no one to 

kill. There is a place to use it now. “ 

 

“Your boy is so refreshing.” Bai Lang said enviously. 

 

He loves half a life more happily. He is equipped with equipment that hurts more than 9,000. His 

opponents are all players with more than 40 levels and up to 50 levels. The non-defense professional 

plate armor fighters have only more than 2,000 defenses. Other cloth and leather armor professional 

defenses Less than 1000 points. 

 

If you wear this equipment for half a life, you will bully people. Holy flame can be cut for 1 knife, 1 for 1 

second. Using Divine Storm, you can slash 8 in a circle. 

 

“I want to go too.” Han Fei said, his double-knife is even more arrogant, killing alone, the thief is much 

stronger than the Paladin. 

 

People like Bai Shixiong and Zhuojiu want to go back. 

 

“Boss, do we need to go back together?” Zhuoju asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You continue to make copies. I will be back as soon as possible. This time is only a small 

battle. You do not need to dispatch all of you. You will fight for a few more sets of equipment and be 

familiar with the entire playing process. After that, you will lead the group alone. , Be careful not to beat 

the copy. “ 

 

He knew in his heart that these boys’ thoughts were holding holy swords, each with an attack power of 

more than 8,000, who didn’t want to go out and wonder. 

 



Zhuo Jiu repeated Lu Yang’s words to the crowd and said, “We’re out of play. Let’s continue to make 

copies.” 

 

“The boss is right, we will have the opportunity in the future, first put the equipment together and then 

say, when the equipment is full, scare the assholes.” Bai Hu said. 

 

“Then I’m gone,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

“Get out of here, I don’t know if I don’t want to be seen.” White Wolf said angrily. 

 

A bitter smile for a long time, haha, flew back to Echo Fortress to gather troops. 

 

Lu Yang stood at the head of the city and sent a message to 12 little guys, including Han Sha and Han 

Meng, and said, “Search around the Echo Fortress and find the spies who are hiding here.” 

 

There must be an invisible player around the echo fortress. When they leave the city for a while, they 

will report to the sword killing god. Lu Yang is not afraid of these thieves sneaking in, but he is worried 

that these people will continue to stay where they are. Ten thousand people are useless. 

 

“Okay.” Twelve people, including Han Sha, set off from the four city gates and began patrolling around 

the fortress. They were all Level 61 stealth college killers, and they quickly found secret agents hiding 

outside the fortress in the east of the city. 

 

Han Yu said with a smile: “Brother, the other thief is only level 45. I saw him 30 meters away. I walked in 

front of him and he didn’t find me.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Don’t care, just stay and watch them when you find them. They will follow 

me when I leave the city. If you do n’t follow them, kill them all.” 

 

“Yes,” Han Yu said. 

 



After half a lifetime, he ran up the city wall and came to Lu Yang. He said excitedly: “There are all 

people, 10,000 people, the average level is 45, of which 236 are level 60.” 

 

Lu Yang asked in surprise: “Why is it so high?” 

 

He loved half a life and said with a smile: “They are RMB players and they are willing to spend money.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “I’m going out of the city first. You must bring someone to wait for news in the 

city. You are definitely not allowed to show up. Outside Hansha, they have found 5 thieves and spies.” 

 

The bitter love for a long time showed a dignified look, and said, “It looks like they have premeditated 

long ago. I want to call some more people.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I will take 100 people out of the city and make a look.” 

 

There are 100 people in the 150-sword holy sword army who have not participated in the copy. Lu Yang 

sent a message to the Paladin’s second and third team captains. 

 

“Pastoral wind, wasteland, you two lead the team back and forth to the fortress.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

A white light flashed in the inner city of the Echo Fortress, and 100 Templar knights holding the holy 

sword stepped out of the teleportation array. 

 

Looking at the 100 Paladins with a bitter love for their entire lives ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ with a frantic 

expression on their faces, he said, “They will be famous in this world.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, replaced the Red Flame Lion King, and ran out of the Echo Fortress with the Templars 

and ran towards the Saber-toothed Tiger Plain. 

 



The thieves hiding near the entrance of the fortress looked surprised. 

 

“Boss, Lu Yang came out of the Echo Fortress.” The Rogue Demon immediately sent a message to the 

sword killer. 

 

“Okay, finally let me wait, you’ll be behind him immediately, leaving a thief to look around.” 

 

The Sword Slayer is waiting for news in the guild headquarters. Hearing the words of the demon heart, 

he stood up from his seat excitedly and paced back and forth in the room. 

 

“Is he alone or with a group of people,” Southern European Vice President asked. 

 

After the sword killer inquired about the demon heart, he said to Southern Europe: “There are 100 

people around, it looks very well equipped, unlike the level 40, it should be his direct guard.” 

 

  

  

  

 

 


